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For decades, magnetic recording has been the dominant technology for information stor-
age on hard disk drives. The advantage of high storage density for a low price has long
outweighed the comparably low access speeds and data transfer rates. Although solid state
disks have become more and more popular in recent years, magnetic hard disk technology
is continuously improved by ongoing research. New methods to increase the information
density, such as shingled magnetic recording [1] or heat assisted magnetic recording [2],
are being developed to circumvent physical limitations of current generation disks, par-
tially even sacrificing speed for storage density. Simultaneously, radically different con-
cepts for magnetic data storage, such as racetrack memory [3] were proposed, studied and
developed.
However, although further technological progress can be expected, in all of these tech-
nologies the size of one magnetic bit will eventually approach scales where the super-
paramagnetic limit cannot be circumvented anymore. This limit designates the size of a
grain of magnetic material, below which thermal fluctuations lead to a rapid loss of the
magnetization orientation. Even before reaching this limit, a high density of magnetic bits
poses new difficulties for writing information to a bit without affecting its neighbors. The
crucial task during this endeavor is to find magnetic systems with a suitable magnetic
anisotropy so that their magnetization — the degree of freedom that encodes the stored
information — shows a stability sufficient for applications. Should research in this di-
rection still be successful, the quest for even further miniaturization will find its ultimate
limit at the atomic scale, where quantum mechanics determines the behavior of magnetic
objects.
Instead of studying progressively smaller and smaller clusters of magnetic material, one
can choose a different approach: direct investigation of actual atomic-scale systems such
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as single magnetic atoms or molecules. While there are several techniques to study large
ensembles of atomic-sized objects either in bulk or on surfaces, only few are capable of
addressing them individually. Among those, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is
certainly the most versatile as it allows to spatially characterize and manipulate the sample
surface on sub-nanometer length scales. Furthermore, it offers a variety of spectroscopy
techniques to study excitations, electronic and even magnetic properties.
Research on single magnetic atoms on surfaces with STM started in 1998, when cobalt
atoms on the (111) surface of gold were studied [4]. After inelastic scanning tunneling
spectroscopy (ISTS) was established in the same year by revealing molecular vibration
modes [5], the spin degree of freedom of magnetic atoms was investigated for the first
time in 2004 [6]. Since then, numerous studies – both experimentally and theoretically –
have been carried out in order to quantify the anisotropy of these systems, as well as iden-
tify and understand the processes that govern the spin dynamics. Although the anisotropy
barriers of single adatoms were often found to be much larger than for bulk materials (e.g.,
[7]), in almost all cases it was found that the lifetime of the magnetic ground state(s) is
either extremely short, or the formation of a Kondo-singlet was observed. Both effects
prevent using an atom’s spin as a magnetic bit. In contrast, small antiferromagnetic struc-
tures of just a few atoms could be built by atomic manipulation that showed long-term
stability of their spin orientation over many hours [8].
Among the single atoms, however, one system stood out from all other investigations: In
holmium atoms on a platinum-(111) surface, ground state lifetimes of up to several hun-
dred seconds were observed [9], which is many orders of magnitude longer than in other
single adatoms. This experimental finding was the result of sustained research started by
Schuh et al. [10] which was continued in the present thesis. As will be laid out in detail,
the long lifetimes are a consequence of a fortunate combination of atomic properties and
symmetries of the substrate.
In this thesis, first the experimental technique (STM), its various operational modes, as
well as the experimental setup will be introduced in chapter 2. Additionally, a section of
that chapter describes the design, construction and testing of a superconducting coil which
was manufactured as part of this thesis for the purpose of providing high magnetic fields in
one of the STM setups. Chapter 3 focuses on a theoretical description for adatoms, which
provides a powerful framework to predict the overall character of the magnetic properties.
The central topic of Ho/Pt(111) will be presented in chapter 4. There, a summary of the
previous findings of T. Schuh will be given and the subsequent experimental and theo-
retical progress will be discussed in detail. Two complementary projects to study single
magnetic atoms (cobalt and cerium) on an insulating copper nitride layer are portrayed in





Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)1 has undoubtedly become an invaluable experi-
mental tool for condensed matter physics. Since its invention by G. Binnig and H. Rohrer
in 1982 [11] it has seen many improvements and extensions that enable it to measure
not only topographic features but also the local electronic density of states (LDOS) and
excitation spectra. Furthermore, the invention of spin-polarized STM allows to retrieve
local magnetic information using the tunneling magnetoresistance effect (TMR).
The first section of this chapter describes the fundamentals of these techniques and some
aspects of the technical implementation; the second part of the chapter will present the
STM setup (the ”JT-STM”) that was used for the experiments. That section will conclude
with the description of the design, construction, and testing of a superconducting magnet.
It was built during this thesis for another new STM facility that will be used in the future
for some of the samples studied in this thesis.
2.1. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
Although STM was invented in the early 1980s [11], tunnel junctions have been already
studied since roughly 1960. A theoretical understanding of the peculiarities of tunnel
junctions and their spectroscopic capabilities was therefore developed long before the
invention of STM. Despite the different electrode geometry in STM, many of the concepts
from planar tunnel junctions can still be applied.
1Throughout this thesis the abbreviation ”STM” will be used for the technique (microscopy), as well as
for the instrument (microscope). The distinction should always be obvious.
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In all these tunneling experiments the quantity being measured is the tunneling current and
its dependency on various external parameters, such as bias voltage, external fields, tem-
perature, or — specifically in the case of STM — position of the tip electrode. From this
current measurement, many sample properties can be derived, as will be briefly described
in the following sections. More detailed treatments of electron tunneling in general, and
STM in particular, can be found in textbooks devoted to these topics, e.g., [12–14].
2.1.1. Fundamentals
The discovery of quantum tunneling is almost as old as quantum mechanics itself, and
was very important for the explanation of classically impossible phenomena, such as the
α-decay. It has therefore been included in virtually any textbook on basic quantum me-








Figure 2.1.: Illustration of the tunneling effect of a free particle impinging onto a
potential barrier from the left. The particle’s energy E, the barrier height V, and
its width d influence the transmission coefficient which determines the amplitude of
the transmitted wave function.
For planar tunnel junctions, the mathematical description is usually reduced to a one-
dimensional treatment that can be solved analytically. In the simplest case, a (quasi-)
free particle with energy E impinges onto a rectangular potential barrier that separates
two regions as presented in fig. 2.1. The particle then has a nonzero probability to tunnel
through the barrier and continue its path on the other side. The associated tunnel proba-
bility τ depends on the particle’s energy, as well as the barrier height V and width d:
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« 16εp1´ εq expp´2κdq, for κd " 1 and ε “ E{V (2.1b)
where κ “
a
2mpV ´ Eq{~. Two qualitative aspects of a tunnel junction can easily be
understood from the approximate formula: The tunnel probability depends exponentially
on the distance d between the electrodes (= width of the barrier). In addition, there is an
energy dependence which will favor the tunneling of higher energy particles.
The transition from this simple problem to the actual situation of a tunnel junction (both
planar and STM) is usually nontrivial: Now, the tunneling particles are electrons that form
a band structure in the electrodes. These, in turn, are in most cases made up of different
materials, i.e., they have different work functions that determine the height and shape
of the tunneling barrier. Furthermore, nonzero temperature results in Fermi-Dirac-like
occupation of the available states in both electrodes. Last but not least, there is a nonzero
bias voltage that creates an electric field across the barrier and leads to preferred tunneling
in one direction.
Still, an argument by Bardeen can be used [15] to hide most of the complexity of the
tunneling process in the matrix element Mfi of a current operator that represents tunneling
between initial (i) and final (f) state. This gives a simple expression resembling Fermi’s
golden rule and describes the elastic tunneling current I when a bias voltage V is applied






r f pEiqp1´ f pEf ` eVqq






p f pEiq ´ f pEf ` eVqq|MfipVq|2δpEi ´ Efq,
(2.2)
where f pEq denotes the Fermi function, and all energies are measured from the Fermi
level of the respective electrode. Alternatively, the tunneling current can be expressed by
using the electronic density of states ρ1,2 in each electrode. This formulation implicitly
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assumes that M only depends on energy, i.e., other possible dependencies on wave vector












Figure 2.2.: Schematic view of the simplified tunnel junction: A bias voltage V causes
a tunnel current to flow; in this case electrons tunnel from the tip into the sample.
The red curve on both sides represents the Fermi function, with the shaded area
indicating the occupied states in each electrode.
A similar result was obtained by Tersoff and Hamann [16] who accounted for the shape of
an STM tip by assuming spherically symmetric orbitals as its electronic wave functions.
They then found the tunneling current to be proportional to the sample density of states at
the position of the tip. The above equation turns out to be useful for the explanations of
the spectroscopy modes (section 2.1.2).
In contrast to planar tunnel junctions, where a thin insulating layer forms the barrier, the
STM geometry directly employs vacuum to separate the two electrodes — tip (T) and
sample (S). The technical implementation (see section 2.1.4) then allows to vary not only
the lateral position of the tip for imaging and mapping purposes, but also the distance,
thereby extending the possibilities by enabling measurements with variable conductance.
In the following, the description will only focus on STM and its characteristics, especially
keeping in mind the consequences that arise from being able to freely position its tip
electrode.
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As mentioned above, all the sample’s physical properties of interest will be derived from
the measured current. During the actual scanning of the surface, the so-called ”constant
current mode” is commonly used in which a feedback loop adjusts the tip-sample dis-
tance z. This variable distance can then be interpreted as the topographical height of the
sample. However, on the basis of eq. (2.3) it is more accurate to state that it reflects the
local density of states of the sample near the Fermi level. It is crucial to keep this in mind
when comparing ”heights” of objects on the surface. For example, adsorbates with a low
density of states can appear as depressions in the topography although they certainly pro-
trude from the surface. Furthermore, at different bias voltage, this contrast may even be
reversed. Thus, a meaningful height can only be assigned to surface structures made from
the same material, like reconstructions, or steps. Any other object will have an apparent
height that may depend on the essential tunneling conditions. Hence, this information
should always be stated for comparisons.
2.1.2. Spectroscopy Modes
Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS)
Equation 2.3 shows the tunneling current’s dependence on the integrated local electronic
density of states (LDOS) of the sample ρS. While the tip DOS ρT also influences the cur-
rent, it is often approximated to be constant close to the Fermi level. Together with the
assumption of an only weakly energy-dependent tunnel matrix element M, i.e., approxi-









9ρT |M|2 ρSpEF ` eV0q. (2.4)
This equation implies that — given that certain assumptions hold — a measurement of
the differential conductance σ directly allows to probe the LDOS. In such a measurement
the I(V) curve at a given tip position will be recorded from which one can derive the
differential conductance. This σ(V) curve then yields information about the energy at
which the LDOS shows interesting features as well as their relative intensities. For higher
voltages comparable to the work function, the energy dependent tunneling probability
leads to a roughly exponentially growing current, a fact that must be taken into account
for the interpretation of dI{dV curves.
Even more interesting possibilities arise when combining this point spectroscopy mode
(commonly called scanning tunneling spectroscopy, STS) with the imaging capabilities.
7
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Scanning at a voltage that was found to show certain electronic features allows to detect
spatial variations of the differential conductance which originate from locally different
electronic properties. Among those, there can be, e.g., surface states, chemical contrast,
different crystal structure, different adsorption sites for adsorbates, magnetic properties,
and superconductivity.
The differential conductance of the tunnel junction can in principle be obtained by nu-
merical differentiation of the current. However, this method usually suffers from a con-
siderable amount of noise in the current. Only very prominent features in the LDOS will
lead to unambiguous changes in σ. Thus, a different method is often used: the lock-in
technique2. A small oscillating voltage ∆V cospωtq is added to the bias, in the ideal case at
frequencies far away from high intensity noise, especially above the corner frequency of
a typical 1/f behavior in the power spectrum. The current will also acquire an oscillating
component at the same frequency ω, which can be retrieved by a special type of amplifier
(the lock-in amplifier) even in the presence of strong background noise. By a multipli-
cation of the detected AC signal with its reference (the added voltage) which needs to
be compensated by a phase shift φ, it is then converted to a DC signal which will finally
be low-pass filtered to efficiently attenuate any other unwanted frequency contribution.
It can be shown with the help of the Taylor expansion that this DC signal is then pro-
portional to the first derivative of the current with respect to voltage, i.e., the differential
conductance:
Vptq “ V0 ` ∆Vcospωtq (2.5a)


































cospωt ` φq cospωt ` ϕ1q
loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
pcospφ´ϕ1q´cosp2ω`φ`ϕ1qq{2





2This method was already used in planar junctions with great success (e.g., [17]) and was later adapted
for STM
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Figure 2.3.: Inelastic tunneling: During the tunneling process, an electron can trans-
fer energy to an excitation, here symbolized by the blue wiggly line. It must there-
fore end in a state with lower energy compared to an elastic process.
The integration is carried out over a sufficiently long period T (this translates to the afore-
mentioned low-pass filtering), since all oscillating terms will then vanish. The adjustable
phase shift φ will be tuned to an appropriate value in order to maximize the lock-in signal,
compensate an acquired phase, as well as remove the contribution due to the capacitive
behavior (Maxwell displacement current) of the tip-sample geometry. In eq. (2.5c) all
higher terms with odd n were neglected although they also have a contribution at the
fundamental frequency ω, but their amplitude decreases with 1{n!. Furthermore, the de-
tails of the technical implementation (see section 2.1.4) usually lead to a low-pass-like
behavior of the whole circuit.
Inelastic Tunneling Spectroscopy (ITS)
In the same way as above, one can use the lock-in technique to extract the nth harmonic
from the current by using a reference signal at nω. However, it rarely makes sense to go
beyond the second harmonic, mostly for technical reasons. Then, an analogous formula
to eq. (2.5c) can be written down for 2ω which will be approximately proportional to the
second derivative d2I{dV2. To be useful, it is necessary that the I-V-curve be nonlinear,
which is not the case for an ordinary ohmic resistance, but applies for a tunnel junction,
although it is not the roughly exponential I-V behavior that is of interest here.
Rather, this technique allows to study a property of solids and adsorbates that has been
neglected in the above treatment: their excitation spectrum. The corresponding tunnel-
9
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ing process is schematically depicted in fig. 2.3. If one extends the Bardeen formalism
(eq. (2.3)) by also allowing tunneling processes that excite the system the matrix element
M will obtain an additional inelastic term3. Then one can show in a similar manner to
eq. (2.4) that the second derivative is proportional to the density of states of the excita-
tions Dexc (the temperature is taken to be zero for greater clarity):












dE1ρ1pEqρ2pE ` eV0 ´ E1qDexcpE1q|MinelpE, E1, eV0q|2
fi
fl . (2.6b)
Since, depending on whether the tunneling was elastic or inelastic, the final states for the
tunneling electron are different, there is no interference term between the two processes,
and both tunneling probabilities can simply be added (eq. (2.6a)). The approximation that










The inelastic matrix element also contains information about the probability of the given
excitation process, which then should be reflected in the relative signal strength – an
additional information that may be used to identify the excitation process if more than
one is possible.
As before with STS, this now means that excitation spectra of individual adsorbates, or
even local variations of excitations of surface structures can be studied. For many atomic-
scale adsorbates like single atoms or clusters thereof, and molecules, the excitation spec-
trum can be modeled as a sum of delta-like peaks, representing transitions between sev-
eral discrete states. Therefore, it is instructive to examine the effect of broadening due to
temperature and modulation on the energy resolution of this technique. If there was no
broadening at all, a single excitation would translate to an infinitely sharp dip-peak pair in
3Such excitations could be phonons, vibration modes in adsorbed molecules, magnons, or spin-flips, for
example.
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Figure 2.4.: Idealized expected signals IpVq, dI{dV, and d2I{dV2 for a single broad-
ened excitation. The red dashed line in the I(V) curve represents the elastic current
only.
the inelastic spectrum, a rectangular step in σ and a kink in the I(V) curve – all occurring
at the excitation voltage |Vexc| “ Eexc{e (fig. 2.4). Nonzero temperature, however, causes
the Fermi function to be broadened, and an added modulation leads to an oscillatory shift
of the Fermi levels of the electrodes relative to each other. Both effects can be accounted
for by convoluting DexcpEqwith two energy-dependent functions, χpEq and φpEq [18, 19].
Additionally, the excitation acquires a nonzero linewidth due to coupling to a bath which
is accounted for by the scale parameter Γ of a Lorentzian function. In other words, the
excited state has a finite lifetime which, by the uncertainty principle, is connected to an
energy broadening. For a more practical estimate, χ, φ and the intrinsic line shape of the
excitation can be approximated by Gaussian functions that each exhibit the same width
as the respective original function. This will simplify the convolution since the result is a
single Gaussian with a greater effective width Wtot:
Wtot “
b
Γ2 ` p5.4kBT q2 ` p1.7∆V rmsq2. (2.8)
Including these effects, the influence of a single, discrete excitation on the low-energy
region of the I(V) curve and its first and second derivative is depicted in fig. 2.4.
Although with this spectroscopy mode one can directly obtain information about the ex-
citation density of states in the second derivative, several reports can be found in the
11
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literature that rely only on σ(V) by interpreting conductance steps as (discrete) excita-
tions. One reason for this may be that lower modulation voltages can be used for first
derivative spectroscopy. However, minor steps or two steps that partially overlap each
other might not be correctly identified, which would drastically alter the interpretation of
the observed system.
2.1.3. Spin-polarized STM (sp-STM)
There is one more operational mode that shall be described here which is called spin-
polarized scanning tunneling microscopy. It focuses on one specific aspect of the sam-
ple’s electronic structure: magnetism. The principle behind it relies on the tunnel magne-
toresistance (TMR), a magnetoresistive effect that occurs when electrons tunnel through
a barrier between magnetic electrodes resulting in a conductance that depends on the
relative orientation of the electrodes’ magnetization. This effect was first observed by
Jullière [20] for ferromagnet-insulator-ferromagnet tunnel junctions and later found its
widespread application in modern magnetic hard disks.
Turning back to STM, up to now, the spin degree of freedom of the tunneling electrons
was completely ignored in the treatment of the tunnel current4. When taking it into ac-
count explicitly one needs to define a quantization axis. For STM, the magnetization
direction of the tip is usually a suitable choice since it can be assumed that this axis does
not unintendedly change during the experiment. As most of this thesis will focus on
magnetic atoms with an anisotropy that (supposedly) favors an out-of plane orientation
of the magnetization, the z-direction will be chosen as the quantization axis, i.e., the sur-
face normal. The following treatment will be limited to this specific arrangement, yet, a
qualitative understanding of different cases should easily be achieved by analogy.
By introducing the different densities of states for the spin-up and spin-down electrons
ρÒ{Ó, and the assumption of spin-conserving tunnel processes, one can already intuitively
understand the effect on the tunneling probability. As a simplified example, fig. 2.5
schematically shows the case of two identical, ferromagnetic electrodes, and their spin-
split densities of states. There, in the case of parallel magnetization axes, the current can
be expressed in analogy to eq. (2.3) as (for T “ 0)
4except as a possible excitation in the case of a spin-flip
12
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Density of states Density of states
EF
tip sample tip sample
Figure 2.5.: Schematic illustration of the tunnel magnetoresistance effect: The DOS
of a ferromagnet differs for the spin-up (blue) and the spin-down (red) electrons.
This leads to a higher current in the case of parallel magnetization, depicted on
the left, compared to an antiparallel orientation (right), indicated by the thickness










































eq. (2.9) can be rewritten as
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η1pEqη2pE ` eVq|MpE,Vq|2dE, (2.11)
where I0 denotes an unpolarized current and C accounts for all relevant constant factors
in the spin-polarized term. It is evident that, for a contrast to arise, both spin-polarizations
need to be nonzero, and that the expected polarized current also depends on the bias
voltage.
In a more general case, when the magnetization of tip and sample cannot easily be as-
sumed to be parallel or antiparallel, the spin-polarized term is again expressed differ-
ently. The spin-polarizations are replaced by (local) magnetic DOSs [21] ~mT{Sp~r, Eq “
pρ`T{S ´ ρ
´
T{SqêT{S for tip and sample, respectively, where p`{´q denotes the projection of





rρTρS ` ~mT ¨ ~mSs |MpE,Vq|2dE. (2.12)
Finally, if a constant behavior is assumed for both the unpolarized as well as the spin-








9ρTρSpEF ` eV0q ` ~mT ¨ ~mSpEF ` eV0q. (2.13)
Similar to STS, this means that spin-polarized spectroscopy, i.e., the measurement of the
differential conductance, can reveal information about the magnitude of the sample’s local
magnetization projected onto the magnetization axis of the tip. By identifying features in
the spectrum that are magnetic in origin, one can then image the surface at this particular
bias voltage while simultaneously recording the differential conductance. In this way,
local variations of the projected magnetization can be mapped, which is highly useful in
revealing the full magnetic structure.
2.1.4. Implementation
Scanning tunneling microscopy belongs to a wider group of techniques, called scanning
probe microscopy. All of them have in common that a probing element (e.g., the tip
14
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for tunneling) is scanned with sub-nanometer precision across a surface at a very low dis-
tance. This is not possible with conventional electromechanic actuators, but only by using
piezoelectric elements. Typically, piezoelectric actuators serve two different purposes:
First, they form the positioning element for the actual scanning process. Here, various
configurations of piezos could be used to make all three dimensions accessible. However,
scanner tubes have turned out to be the most common type. They usually achieve lateral
scanning ranges of up to several micrometers, while the vertical range is limited to not
more than several hundreds of nanometers. Secondly, since it is practically impossible
to manually adjust the tip-sample distance such that it is within the vertical range of the
scanner tube, another set of so-called coarse motion piezos is implemented. These allow
for step-wise large-distance traveling of the tip, or — in a different configuration — a
lateral movement of the sample with respect to the tip. Thus, the accessible surface area
can be greatly increased.
Another practical challenge is the stability of the tunnel junction: Even if it is possible to
position the tip with the above mentioned precision, there need to be extra measures in
place to keep this position stable. Hence, appropriate vibration damping is essential which
is usually done in several stages with different frequency characteristics. Furthermore, a
low-noise voltage supply for the piezo scanner tube is a necessity.
Likewise, the electronics for supplying the bias voltage to the tunnel junction as well as
for the detection of the current must meet very high standards. Typically, the tunneling
voltage does not exceed a few volts, but high resolution spectroscopy demands very small
voltage steps in the microvolt range. Low noise and high fidelity are the fundamental
requirements here. Especially in low temperature instruments the electronic temperature
may differ from the thermodynamic temperature. Thus, the bias voltage is often subject
to additional low-pass filters in order to reduce any radio frequencies (and higher) that
might be picked up by the cables.
Typical tunnel currents range from several picoamperes to well above 100 nA. The current
has to be translated into a voltage and properly amplified for measurement and further
signal processing. The amplification by so-called transimpedance amplifiers5, however,
involves a tradeoff because effectively the amplifiers also act as a low-pass filter: higher
gain — which means better signal-to-noise ratio — usually lowers the bandwidth of the
output signal. This bandwidth normally lies in the kilohertz range and can thus have a
marked influence on the feedback loop, or on the parameters used for spectroscopy.




The measurements presented in this thesis were performed with a homebuilt low temper-
ature STM, the Joule-Thomson STM (JT-STM), which shall be portrayed in this section.
Some figures concerning the performance of the instrument will be given.
This particular STM had been designed with the aim (among others) of investigating
magnetic properties of nanoscale systems. Therefore, it is equipped with a magnet made
of superconducting wire. Another STM (called ”dilution STM” or d-STM) which was
built in the group of Prof. Wulfhekel was designed to feature such a magnet as well. A
short section at the end of this chapter presents this d-STM magnet, since the work of
finalizing the design as well as manufacturing and testing the magnet was a part of this
thesis.
2.2.1. The Joule-Thomson STM
The ”Joule-Thomson STM”, developed by Zhang, Dehm, and Wulfhekel [22, 23], con-
stitutes not only the actual microscope itself and the related cryostats, but a complete
facility for in situ preparation of tips and samples.6 The supporting frame resides on four
pneumatic vibration isolator feet (Newport S-2000 series) to decouple the system from
vibrations transmitted through the floor.
It consists of three connected ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chambers – the STM chamber,
a preparation chamber, and a small load lock — between which objects can be moved
by transfer rods. All chambers share a common roughing pump and are equipped with
their own turbomolecular pumps as well as standard Bayard-Alpert ionization gauges
for pressure measurement. Furthermore, there is an ion pump in each of the two major
chambers to sustain UHV conditions, so that the turbomolecular pumps, which usually
produce vibrations, can be shut down during the actual measurements. In the following,
those details of each chamber that are relevant for this thesis will be mentioned.
STM Chamber
As was stated in eq. (2.8), the energy resolution during tunneling spectroscopy depends
critically on temperature, as well as modulation voltage. While vibrational energies of




some adsorbates (such as simple molecules) can easily exceed the energy resolution of a
room temperature measurement [5], spin excitations tend to be on the scale of a few mil-
lielectronvolts [6]. For this reason, a Joule-Thomson (JT) expansion stage for helium gas
supplements two conventional bath cryostats — one for liquid nitrogen (20 l), the other
for liquid helium (10 l) — to achieve sub-Kelvin temperatures. Initially it was used with
pure 4He and the lowest possible temperature was approximately 900 mK; after replac-
ing the gas with a 3He-4He-mixture, the lowest achievable temperature now amounts to
650 mK in single-shot mode and around 700 mK under continuous operation.
Among the notable characteristics of the cooling system is its low consumption of cryo-
genic liquids, especially liquid helium: Under ideal conditions it can last for up to 280
hours, which allows for long periods of uninterrupted measurement time.
Furthermore, the cryostats act as cryopumps that help to achieve a pressure in the low
10´10 mbar range in the volume surrounding the outermost radiation shield. The sample
and tip reside inside these shields (three in total) and are accessed through small sliding
doors in the shields. There, although it cannot be measured, the pressure is even better
which further reduces sample contamination by adsorbates from the residual gas.
The chamber is equipped with an electron beam evaporator which points at the sample
already in its measurement position. This way, single atoms that tend to diffuse across
surfaces at elevated temperatures can be deposited at less than 20 K to ensure that most of
the atoms remain where they hit the surface. During deposition, the pressure rarely rises
above 10´9 mbar, so that in those short time intervals (usually less than a minute) only a
negligible contamination of the sample surface can occur.
Finally, a 3 T split-coil magnet made from superconducting wire completes the setup,
allowing to apply fields perpendicular to the surface.
Preparation Chamber
As the name suggests, almost all of the preparation steps take place in this UHV chamber.
This includes standard sample or tip sputtering with argon ions, usually at 3 kV, annealing
and flashing of substrates, as well as deposition of (mostly metallic) materials onto the
prepared substrates and tips (e.g., for sp-STM, see section 2.1.3). The chamber features a
titanium sublimation pump which, together with the ion pump, helps to keep the pressure
in the low 10´10 mbar range.
The ion gun is equipped with two leak valves, one for standard argon sputtering, the
other for nitrogen in order to prepare copper nitride surfaces (see chapter 5). Being a
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differentially pumped ion source, it limits the pressure increase to the low 10´8 mbar
range in typical sputtering conditions.
Additional equipment consists in a combined unit for LEED and Auger spectroscopy to
analyze the geometric and chemical properties of the surface by scattering of electrons,
a quadrupole mass spectrometer to determine the residual gas composition, a pyrometer
to measure the sample temperature (range: 250 ˝C to 800 ˝C), and several electron beam
evaporators. The relevant evaporators are loaded with cobalt (Co), and either chromium
(Cr) or manganese (Mn). The latter two metals were used to coat the tips with antiferro-
magnetic material for sp-STM while cobalt was occasionally used as a reference material
to confirm the nonzero spin-polarization of the tip (see section 4.2).
Typically, the preparation of platinum (111) crystals consisted in repeated cycles of Ar ion
sputtering at 3 kV and subsequent annealing between 550 ˝C and 800 ˝C. After the final
cycle, the sample was either transferred to the STM, or subject to cobalt deposition of
less than ca. 0.5 monolayers (ML). Similarly, newly etched tungsten tips were degassed,
sputtered and flashed several times to remove any remaining oxides at the tip apex. For
sp-STM, 20 to 40 ML of chromium (following [24]) or about 10 ML of manganese were
deposited onto the tip.
Load Lock
This chamber is the smallest of the three chambers and serves as the main entrance and
exit for samples, tips, or other utilities mounted on sample plates. It also provides the
pumping line for the differentially pumped ion gun of the preparation chamber. Since it
is vented much more often, compared to the two main chambers, the pressure is of lesser
importance and normally ranges between 10´9 and 10´8 mbar.
Electronics and Instrumentation
Finally, a short overview of the electronics used for this setup shall be given.
The central part is a stack of Nanonis SPM control components, namely a real-time con-
troller (RC4), an 8-input/8-output signal conditioner (SC4), as well as three cooperating
units that provide the high-voltage for the coarse motion piezo elements and the scanner
tube (HVA4, PMD4, HVS4).
A computer runs the Nanonis SPM Control Software V4 that communicates with the RC4.
Although this program also offers a software lock-in module, currently the JT-STM setup
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uses two external analog dual-channel lock-in amplifiers (EG&G Instruments 5210) to be
able to conduct first and second derivative measurements simultaneously. The oscillator
output of one of these amplifiers is connected to the bias voltage via a Nanonis SA4 signal
adder.
Before the measurement of the tunnel current can happen, it needs to be amplified (see
section 2.1.4). For this a Femto DLPCA 200 pre-amplifier is used. The typical gain
settings are ”low noise”, 109 to 107 V{A, which have different bandwidths (at this frequency
the attenuation amounts to ´3 dB), given in table 2.1.
gain pV{Aq 109 108 107
bandwidth (kHz) 1 7 50
Table 2.1.: Gain-dependent bandwidth of the Femto DLPCA 200 I-V converter. For
very low currents, when the highest gain (109) should be used, the low bandwidth
severely affects the usable frequency range for the spectroscopy modes, even more
so when considering that the second derivative spectroscopy makes use of the sec-
ond harmonic.
Lastly, the superconducting coil is driven by a Oxford instruments Mercury iPS-M magnet
power supply which can provide up to ˘60 A, though this magnet reaches its maximum
field at 35 A.
2.2.2. A Superconducting Solenoid for the Dilution STM
The d-STM is a newly built facility, in its general concept not quite unlike the JT-STM,
although a much greater attention was paid to build it as modular as possible. This char-
acteristic trait facilitates all maintenance activity, but also enables one to substitute parts
with alternative implementations. Therefore, the magnet that will be described in the
following paragraphs is only one possible option – if the need should arise, other config-
urations (e.g., for vectorial fields) may be fabricated and installed.
From the beginning the d-STM was conceived with a superconducting magnet in mind
that ought to surpass the performance of the JT-STM type significantly. Again, the de-
mand was for a magnetic field that is oriented perpendicular to the sample surface. To
achieve this, the general concept was to build a nested solenoid, submerged in liquid he-
lium (also called a ”wet” magnet), with its subcoils connected in series. While the coil
should be made from ”conventional” low-temperature superconductor (NbTi) wires, the
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current leads were planned as two segments – a high-temperature (YBCO) superconduc-
tor tape between the coil and a contact at roughly 77 K, and a copper wire of appropriate
thickness from there to the feedthrough at room temperature. In this design, there was
also no plan for a persistent switch, although one might still be retrofitted if needed.
During this thesis, the attempt was made to find the best solution under given constraints,
such as limited size or the incentive to use the lowest possible current in order to reduce
resistive heating of the non-superconducting parts. Since there existed already a draft for
a vessel to house the coil and liquid helium, the task left for this thesis focused on the
construction of the coil itself. After that the coil was manufactured at both the mechanic
and electric workshop of the Institute of Physics at KIT and subsequently tested. Several
people shall be mentioned here who contributed to this project, starting with Prof. W.
Wulfhekel who conceived of the magnet as a whole, Dr. Lei Zhang who created the initial
CAD drawings, and Dominik Rau, who performed much of the actual manufacturing
work.
The Optimization Problem
Since there exists no analytic formula to calculate the magnetic field distribution of a
finite-sized coil, one has to resort to reasonable approximations or numerical solutions.
Likewise, there is no general recipe to find the best-performing nested-coil geometry, one
usually has to iteratively improve and evaluate the intermediate solutions. In order to
elucidate this procedure, the essential aspects of the available design degrees of freedom
will be described in the following.
Before any of the ingredients will be covered the dimensions of the coil shall be touched
on quickly since the overall size was fixed: The axial length of the winding volume is
90 mm, the innermost winding has a radius of 24 mm, and the outer radius of the outer-
most subcoil is 70 mm. The bobbins of the subcoils were planned to be made of antifer-
romagnetic steel, with a wall thickness of 1 mm, slightly reducing the available winding
volume.
As stated above, standard niobium-titanium wires were used. The supplier of choice
was Supercon7, which offers a wide variety of NbTi wires with a copper matrix. Two
empirical factors influenced the choice of wires: First, the more ampere-turns one can
fit in the available volume the higher the achievable field can be — a fact that suggests
taking thinner wires. Secondly, the current was expected to be of the order of a few





bare insulated ratio Cu:SC type shorthand notation
300 330/340a 1.3 : 1 54S-43 I
400 440 1.3 : 1 54S-43 II
500 540 1.3 : 1 54S-43 IIIa
500 540 0.9 : 1 56S-53 IIIb
600 640 1.3 : 1 54S-43 IV
700 750 1.3 : 1 54S-43 V
Table 2.2.: Overview of the wires in question. Almost all wires have a 1.3:1 ratio of
copper matrix to superconductor material, except for one of the 0.5 mm wires. A
shorthand notation is introduced and will be used for the remainder of this chapter.
wire to carry a supercurrent decreases in magnetic fields. Other practical issues such
as mechanical stability and winding effort played a minor role, as well. The wires that
were considered are given in table 2.2, and their performance in terms of field-dependent
critical current IC(B) at 4.2 K is plotted in fig. 2.6. Although the numbers might seem
impressive (e.g., „100 A at 9 T for wire V), one has to keep in mind that the obtainable
performance is usually considerably lower. According to [25, 26] a maximum current
of 50-70% of IC at a given field is a reasonable estimate. Thus, for all calculations a
conservative limit was used, meaning that the current should never exceed 50% of a wire’s
lowest IC which, in turn, is determined by the coil’s own field.
The three major questions that had to be answered were:
• Into how many subcoils should the magnet be divided?
• Which combination of wires gives the highest magnetic field?
• What is the optimal geometry of the subcoils?
All of these questions are, however, interconnected (e.g., the optimal geometry cannot be
the same for two different combinations of wires) and thus the answers were found by
direct comparison of the performance of various designs.
To this end, two complementary computer programs were used: On one hand, Mathemat-
ica [28] code was written to implement the calculation of Bz at the points of interest and
to subsequently find the optimal geometry for a given set of wires. In this calculation, the
data presented in fig. 2.6 was linearly approximated up to 9 T, but no prediction was made
for higher fields. On the other hand, the freely available finite element solver FEMM [29]

















Figure 2.6.: Behavior of the wires’ critical currents IC with an externally applied
field B. Data points were taken from the certificate of compliance that came with
the shipment, or from [27].
was utilized to visualize the two-dimensional field distribution, to extract characteristic
values of the whole assembly, such as the inductance L or the total magnetic energy, and
for consistency checks.
From the beginning, it should be clear that the outermost coil would be made of the
thinnest wire, and that in the segments towards the center the wires need to become in-
creasingly thicker. Hence the number of possible combinations was not as high as might
be expected. Likewise, it became clear quite early that a two-coil configuration would
always be inferior to a similar three-coil version. Due to computational costs and again
higher manufacturing efforts, a four-coil option was not considered, and so several vari-
ants of the three-coil configuration were examined.
Secondly, a general trend was observed, concerning the wire thickness: Compared to the
thinnest usable wire in the innermost coil (IIIa/b), a thicker wire would always perform
worse – either delivering lower fields or demanding higher currents. Thus, only the wires
I-IIIa/b were left. The decision not to use wire IIIb despite its better superconducting
properties was a decision in favor of safety – the improved IC comes at the expense of
a sufficiently thick copper matrix that could briefly conduct the applied current without










Figure 2.7.: Cross-sectional CAD view on the components of the magnet, showing
the outer vessel (1) and its main flange (2), a cross-shaped steel mount (3) for
the bobbin where the three subcoils (4a-c) and their soldered joints are fixed (not
shown), two of three steel legs (5) for mounting the whole assembly to the bottom
of the helium cryostat, copper contacts for the current (6), and a flexible steel tube
with flanges (7) to connect the coil vessel with the liquid helium tank.
The final step of finding the best subcoil radii, in due consideration of the 50% rule and
using the lowest possible current, favored rather thin inner coils of 8 mm (inner) and 9 mm
(middle) thickness. This leaves the outer coil 27 mm thick. The expected performance
would then amount to Bz=8.52 T in the geometric center of the coil at a current of 32.45 A.
A comparison of all characteristic figures of the calculation and the achieved values after
winding will be presented at the end of the next section in table 2.3.
Figure 2.7 offers a cross-sectional CAD drawing of the complete assembly which, in turn,
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Figure 2.8.: Calculated Bz as a function of the radius r in the central plane (z=0) for
the finished magnet at 32.25 A. At the sample position the field amounts to 7.57 T.
The three horizontal lines represent 50% of the lowest critical current of the wires
IIIa, II, and I (from top to bottom), respectively, evaluated at the inner radius of
each subcoil. Obviously, there is still a small margin, possibly allowing slightly
higher currents before reaching 0.5 IC. The shaded areas mark the volumes of the
subcoils.
Fabrication and Testing
After the various coil parts had been made by the mechanical workshop of the Institute of
Physics the winding process began. During this fabrication step the wires were impreg-
nated with a two-component epoxy glue8 that was specifically chosen for its beneficial
low temperature properties. Its purpose is mainly to embed the wires in a rigid, though
not brittle, matrix to restrict the wires from moving due to Lorentz forces in high fields
which could cause a quench of the magnet. Moreover, the epoxy provides additional
electrical insulation and heat conductance.
It should be noted that the winding did not go without problems. A few times, it could
not be avoided that the wire, or at least its insulation, was slightly damaged, possibly
deteriorating the wire’s performance locally. Furthermore, it had to be accepted that the
estimated total number of windings could not be achieved for any of the three subcoils
and that the assumptions that led to these numbers were too optimistic. In a final step,
when the three subcoils were assembled into one unit, a minor electrical short to ground
was found, meaning that at least one wire’s insulation was scraped off during this step,
with the possibility that also the wire was damaged. Although it must have been one of





Figure 2.9.: Color plot of the finite element calculation of Bz in the upper half of
the r ´ z plane. The calculation is based on the winding numbers of the finished
coil, and shows the situation for a current of 32.25 A. In the lower left corner the
shaded regions represent the winding cross section area. The highest field values
can be found in the central plane (z=0) at the innermost windings of the subcoils.
It is the field there that ultimately limits the magnet.
the outermost wires where the magnetic fields will never be close to the critical values,
this might still restrict the coil from achieving its full potential.
With the winding numbers of the subcoils known, the calculations were updated to give
a new estimate of the magnetic field. The results can be found in table 2.3 as well as in
fig. 2.8 and fig. 2.9.
The last stage of the whole fabrication process was, of course, to test the finished coil.
To this end, an unused cryostat for liquid helium was reactivated. The coil was then
installed, connected and cooled down to 4.2 K. Two test runs were conducted: The first
run, performed at a ramp rate of 0.5 A min´1, reached 26.7 A which translates to 6.27 T.
The second test run slightly surpassed the first one, reaching 27.5 A which amounts to
6.46 T. This can be considered a training effect [26], but might as well be due to a reduced
ramp rate (0.2 A min´1 above 20 A).
After these two tests no further training was attempted since the performance of the coil
was already satisfying for the intended purpose. Possibly, even higher field values could
have been achieved, since more training effects can still be expected. Instead, the coil
was finally installed in the d-STM, and tested there up to 5 T, while carefully monitoring
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calculated as-built discrepancy (%)
number of windings
I 2851/2324 2238 -21.5/-4.4
II 4184/4080 3774 -9.8/-7.5





maximum Bz(r=0) in Tesla 8.52/8.21 7.57 -12.5/-7.8
conversion factor I{Bz (A T´1) 3.81 4.26 -
Inductance L in Henry 41.7 34.35 -
Table 2.3.: Characteristics of the finished coil. The two possible theoretical winding
numbers in the ”calculated” column are due to different assumptions about the
stacking density of the wires. The first number relies on an oversimplified mod-
eling, dividing the available winding cross section by an effective area per wire.
The second value is a more realistic approach, taking into account the number of
windings per layer and the number of possible layers, as well as a reduced stacking
efficiency, equal to a quadratic arrangement of the wires. The values for Bz, I{Bz,
and L are all calculated and have not been verified by a measurement, yet.
the temperature of the various superconductor contacts (coil-to-high-TC, and high-TC-to-
copper leads). None of the temperatures increased by more than 50 mK in the course of
more than 1.5 hours. The coil and the d-STM were then declared fully operational.
Conclusion
Although some difficulties were experienced during the manufacturing process, at the end
a sufficiently well performing coil was produced. Several lessons were learned about the
validity of the assumptions for designing the coil geometry, and about the manufacturing
process. The initially assumed hexagonal stacking (filling factor 90.7%) for the thickest
wire could not be achieved in the respective coils. An almost perfect quadratic stacking
can be obtained for these relatively flat coils, however, the available thickness did not
correspond to an even number of layers and thus, some space could not be used. The ap-
proximation of a wild winding with the same filling factor as a quadratic stacking (78.5%)
can be considered moderately accurate, though 70% is closer to reality in this case. For
future fabrications, even more care has to be taken in order not to damage any wires,
especially during the process of combining the subcoils.
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Some attempts were made to measure the actual field of the coil. However, the available
sensors were either not adequate (their field range was far too small), or the readings were
not accurate enough. This last fact is also due to some of the coil’s parts being weakly
magnetizable, though most of the assembly parts are made from antiferromagnetic steel.
Some welding seams and screws, however, can be magnetized and exhibit a remanence.
These measurements were done at room temperature since no low temperature sensor
was available. Thus, the currents that could be applied were far from surpassing the
saturation field of the magnetizable components. This evaluation of the coil’s true ~BpIq-
characteristic is left for the future. For new constructions of coils one should employ





Magnetism of Single Atoms on
Surfaces
As was stated in the introduction, this thesis is the continuation of existing work by Schuh
et al. [10, 30]. A model to describe a single magnetic atom on a surface was developed
in those works, the most notable trait being that both spin and orbital contributions to
magnetism were unified by using the total angular momentum ~J. This allows one to
construct a crystal field Hamiltonian that incorporates the full symmetry of the adsorption
site of the atom. Its application specifically to holmium atoms on a platinum-(111) surface
was later successfully used to explain the experimental discovery of surprisingly long
lifetimes of the magnetic ground states [9]. The fundamentals, details, and limitations of
this model will be discussed in this chapter.
3.1. The Crystal Field Hamiltonian
3.1.1. Introductory Notes
It is a well-known fact that the key ingredient to obtain preferred magnetization directions
is having magnetic anisotropy. This anisotropy results from breaking the rotational sym-
metry of a free atom. While all states of one multiplet are degenerate in the free atom
they experience a zero-field splitting (ZFS) in the presence of matter in its environment
(be it atoms of a bulk crystal or surface, or ligands in molecules), that partially lifts the
degeneracy and leads to different energy eigenvalues. The mechanism for this splitting is
two-fold: First, the proximity of other atoms or ions gives rise to an anisotropic Coulomb
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potential, called the crystal field (CF). Secondly, the intra-atomic spin-orbit interaction
couples the affected orbital angular momentum states to the spin degree of freedom. Thus
it is clear that neither mL nor mS, i.e., the eigenvalues of the operators1 Lz and S z, can be
good quantum numbers anymore2. Rather, one has to use the total angular momentum ~J
and its components Jx, Jy, Jz. It is assumed here, that ~J is defined to describe the whole
impurity: magnetic atom and the potentially induced substrate polarization. Then ~J2 and
Jz must obey the known quantum mechanical rules for angular-momentum type operators.
Their quantum numbers will be denoted as J and M, the Jz-expectation value as 〈Jz〉.
A few remarks should be given before elaborating on the details of the mathematical
description:
• The remainder of the single atom topic will focus on the lowest (= ground state)
multiplet only. This is because all experiments were performed at sufficiently low
temperatures, and the energy differences within one multiplet are much smaller than
those between the two lowest multiplets.
• A good start to estimate the ground state multiplet are Hund’s rules, which are
briefly stated in the appendix A. In the case of holmium atoms on Pt(111), it was
later confirmed by ab initio calculations that their use was appropriate.
• It will be introduced in the next section how the crystal field can be expressed in
terms of the total angular momentum. This relies on the Wigner-Eckart theorem and
involves the calculation of coefficients which depend on J. Hence, each J-multiplet
must be described with its own set of crystal field parameters.
• An external magnetic field ~B has an influence on the symmetry properties of the
system, most notably the time inversion invariance. For the time being, the field is
assumed to be zero. The discussion will later include its effect on the spectrum and
dynamics.
3.1.2. Stevens Operators
When considering the effect of adsorption of a single atom onto a non-magnetic metallic
surface, the first step to describe the system is to find an appropriate formulation of the
crystal field HamiltonianHCF. Although this could be done in several different ways, the
most useful involves the so-called Stevens operators [31, 32]. They will be denoted as
1All orbital-momentum like operators are to be understood with ~ “ 1; hence, their eigenvalues and
expectation values are dimensionless numbers.
2For atoms on a surface the z-axis will be chosen parallel to the surface normal.
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Omn , and will be accompanied by their respective anisotropy constants B
m
n where both n
and m are integers. These operators are nth degree polynomials composed of the operators
~J2, Jz, and the ladder operators J˘ “ pJx ˘ iJyq which are raised to the mth power.
The beauty of this formulation becomes apparent when one considers the properties of
the adsorbed atom and their relevance for the Bmn : The index n takes into account the
total angular momentum properties of the atomic shell. It has to be a nonnegative, even
number due to time inversion symmetry, and is limited by n ď 2J or n ď 2` (whichever
applies first), where ` is the single-electron orbital angular momentum quantum number
(in the case of rare-earth elements, ` “ 3, for transition metals ` “ 2). Similar rules
can be stated for m: The point symmetry group of the adsorption site directly translates
to the nonzero terms, i.e., an m-fold rotational symmetry allows only those operators Om
1
n
that have m1 “ km, k “ 0, 1, 2, . . . All other coefficients must vanish. Lastly, its range is
limited by 0 ď m ď n. Thus, from the symmetry and the knowledge of J, one can easily























The terms B̃mn Õ
m
n can be made to vanish completely if the adsorption site symmetry also
features a mirror plane normal to the surface. All operators of interest for this thesis, i.e.,
up to n “ 6 and the allowed operators for a given symmetry can be found in the appendix
(eq. A.1, A.2, A.3, and table A.1).
What is not a priori known, and difficult to obtain, are the coefficients Bmn . To date, there is
no sufficiently accurate way to analytically calculate them from known properties of the
atomic shell and substrate. Thus, they must be deduced with the help ab initio calculations
or be estimated from measurements.
3.1.3. The Spectrum of HCF
In order to distinguish between different sets of states, the following notation will be used:
Since all states are eigenstates of ~J2 with the same eigenvalue the quantum number J will
be omitted in the notation without exception. Eigenstates of Jz will be denoted by |M〉,
while |ΨM〉 represents the CF-Hamiltonian eigenstates. In the latter, the subscript M sig-
nifies which of the Jz-eigenstates has/have the largest contribution(s). Where necessary,
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an additional superscript, a or s, will denote antisymmetric or symmetric linear combina-
tions of degenerate states with the same |M|. Note that the |M〉 and |ΨM〉 can be identical
under certain conditions.
By considering the effect on the spectrum, the Stevens operators can be divided into two
groups – operators with m “ 0 and those with m ‰ 0. The former contain only pow-
ers of ~J2 and Jz; therefore, if no other operators are present, the eigenstates of the CF-
Hamiltonian are still the set of |M〉 states. If, however, terms with m ‰ 0 appear in HCF
they contain the operators Jm˘ which lead to mixing of different |M〉 that form the new








For m ą 1 some of the cM,M1 vanish; only those coefficients with M1 “ M ` km are
nonzero, where k is an integer number.
A few examples shall illustrate the influence of the most important operators. Since n must
be even, the lowest order operator can only be O02. It describes the uniaxial anisotropy in





If only O02 is present the adatom has an out-of plane easy or hard axis for its magnetization,
depending on the sign of the coefficient B02. It is also important to note at this stage already
that it makes a difference whether J is a half-integer or integer number. As the examples
of J “ 2 and J “ 3{2 in fig. 3.1 illustrate, there are two ground states in three out of
four combinations. Only for integer J with B02 ą 0 the ground state has 〈Jz〉 “ 0 and is
non-degenerate, which is not desirable for the application as a magnetic bit.
If one allows an in-plane anisotropy, the lowest nontrivial symmetry is a two-fold rotation
which introduces the operator O22, see eq. (3.4). A two-fold symmetric adsorption site
may allow further terms with higher n and m “ 2 that affect the spectrum in almost the










Obviously, O22 couples |M〉 that differ by two so that the resulting |ΨM〉 states are no
longer eigenstates of Jz. The effect on the spectrum is shown in fig. 3.2 and accentuates
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Figure 3.1.: Effect of the operator O02 on the spectrum of integer and half-integer
systems, represented by J “ 2 and J “ 3{2, respectively. The general shape of the
spectrum is shown for both easy and hard axis. On the left the diagram illustrates
the different degeneracy of the ground state(s), whereas on the right both systems
exhibit doubly degenerate ground states.
the dramatically different behavior of half-integer vs. integer J systems. In a half-integer
system 〈Jz〉 is slightly decreased for all states and their energies can shift. These minute
changes are in stark contrast to the integer J situation: There, even a weak B22 (weak
enough so that O02 still dominates) couples all states with equal |M| so that 〈Jz〉 “ 0 for
the complete spectrum. In particular, this coupling leads to (anti)symmetric combinations








3 (see also [33]).
This is more than just coincidence, but it goes back to fundamentally different properties
of half-integer and integer J systems, summarized by Kramers theorem. It states that the
spectrum of a half-integer system, i.e., one with an odd number of electrons, will always
remain at least two-fold degenerate, due to time-inversion symmetry. Ultimately, this goes
back to a different transformation of half-integer spins with respect to the time inversion
operator T (see section 3.3), compared to integer spin. The spectrum of a system with an
even number of electrons and hence an integer J is not protected in such a way and can
have non-degenerate states at 〈Jz〉 “ 0.
The bottom line of these examples is that, from a few symmetry considerations, one can
already make some assertions about the properties of a system. Integer J will not lead
to magnetic states at all in a two-fold symmetric environment. It is also obvious that all
operators have an influence on the excitation energies – in some cases it is limited to a
mere shift, in other cases the contribution decisively influences the arrangement of the
states, and thus defines the ground state and excited states.
3Whether the lower state is the symmetric or antisymmetric combination can depend on the sign of B22.
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Figure 3.2.: Consequences of a nonzero B22 in an out-of plane easy-axis scenario.
The spectrum of a half-integer J system does not change much, but in the integer
J system, all states lose their magnetic moment, and the formerly degenerate |M〉
states form symmetric and antisymmetric pairs, splitting in energy. (It is assumed
that B02 ă 0; the opposite situation yields the analogous result.)
3.2. Further Interactions
3.2.1. Magnetic Field
So far, the only interaction to be considered was the crystal field of the substrate. There
are, however, other aspects that need to be taken into account. One important additional
term for a full Hamiltonian is due the Zeeman energy of a magnetic moment in an external
magnetic field ~B:
HZ “ ´gJµB ~J ¨ ~B, with gJ “ 1`
JpJ ` 1q ´ LpL` 1q ` S pS ` 1q
2JpJ ` 1q
, (3.5)
where µB denotes the Bohr magneton, and gJ is the Landé g-factor. The g-factor of an
electron’s spin is approximated as g « 2. Due to the possibly high number of parameters
that are needed to describe an adatom (J, CF parameters, temperature, Bx,y,z, ...) it is
not possible to make a general statement about the influence of the magnetic field on the
spectrum. A few special cases, however, can be considered.
If the field is perpendicular to the surface (~B “ p0, 0, Bzq) the rotational symmetry is pre-
served and the effect of the field can be evaluated systematically. Then, the field lifts the
aforementioned degeneracy, both in integer and half-integer systems and tilts the parabo-
las shown in fig. 3.1. If Bz is strong enough, it can also counteract the splitting induced
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by the Stevens operators with m ą 0 (fig. 3.2) and restore a nonzero 〈Jz〉 for the affected
states.
For an additional in-plane field component, the situation is different. ~Bxy disturbs the spa-
tial symmetry and effectively reduces it to a C1pvq symmetry — mathematically speaking,
the additional operators J˘ appear in the full Hamiltonian Htotal “ HCF `HZ, coupling
all |M〉with each other. How this influences the composition of the eigenstatesHtotal must
be calculated for each individual case.
However, as long as Bz is of similar strength as |~Bxy|, and HZ is a minor perturbation
compared to the crystal field, only the low-〈Jz〉 states are substantially affected by the
in-plane field. In the case of ~B “ ~Bxy, i.e., with no out-of plane component, the symmetry
breaking is strongest and already a weak field will lead to 〈Jz〉 « 0 for all states of an
integer J adatom in any given adsorption site.
It is reasonable to discuss the influence of the magnetic field on the time inversion prop-
erties only after the coupling to electrons has been introduced, since it greatly affects the
dynamics as well which is due to scattering with these electrons.
3.2.2. Coupling to Electrons
An adatom is never completely isolated from (the substrate) electrons, especially not in
the STM geometry where a conducting tip and substrate are needed. Often, the first effect
of a band structure on the adatom is a change in its electronic configuration. Mostly the
adatom will not have the same number of electrons as its free counterpart. Secondly,
scattering with substrate electrons and, in the case of STM, also the tip electrons occurs.
Of all the scattering processes, those involving an interaction between electron spin ~s and
~J are of interest here. It can be described [34] by the operator:
V “ ~s ¨ ~J “ szJz `
1
2
ps`J´ ` s´J`q . (3.6)
The resulting effect on the spectrum, again, cannot be easily stated. In order to quantify
it, precise knowledge of the band structure would be needed, as well as the coupling
strength between ~s and ~J which itself can depend on many parameters. Three qualitative
statements can be made, however:
• The interaction between substrate electrons and the adatom’s total angular momen-
tum leads to a renormalization of the energy levels, although these shifts can rarely
be observed directly [35].
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• Scattering induces decoherence which, in turn, can have the effect of destroying the








. In this way, the splitting for integer J as in fig. 3.1 b)
can be lifted and the steady states are again |Ψ˘M
〉
(see section 4.5 and [36]).
• Scattering with electrons is the source of transitions between different |ΨM〉. This
includes inelastic processes, such as excitations and relaxations via spin-flips, but
also elastic magnetization reversal processes. These latter scattering events can lead
to the formation of a Kondo-singlet and the complete screening of the adatom’s
magnetic moment if the temperature is low enough.
The details and consequences of the second issue will be discussed at a later stage. In-
stead, the following paragraphs will focus on the dynamics of the system when HCF de-
termines the spectrum and scattering is considered as a weak, time-dependent perturba-
tion.
The understanding of transitions between the different states of an adatom within the same
multiplet relies on the analysis of the matrix elements
〈ΨM1 | Ji |ΨM〉 , where i P tz, x, yu or tz,`,´u. (3.7)
This procedure is applicable not only for interactions with electrons, as in eq. (3.6), but
exchange-like coupling to any other angular-momentum type operator. This includes the
lowest order interactions with nuclear spins, or direct exchange with other adatoms (if
present), but in STM the dominant contribution comes from substrate and tip electrons.
Analyzing excitation processes in the low-temperature limit mainly deals with the tun-
neling electrons, and gives insights into which transitions should be observable with ITS.
The correctly weighted sum of the three |〈ΨM1 | Ji |ΨM〉|
2 yields the transition probability





|〈ΨM1 | J` |ΨM〉|
2






|〈ΨM1 | Jz |ΨM〉|
2
. (3.8)
This quantity allows to compare cross-sections for the transitions to different excited
states. Likewise, it yields the number of possible excitations that could be found in a
measurement or, inversely, may allow to estimate some crystal field parameters from the
observed excitation spectra.
Closely related to excitations is the inverse process of relaxation. The above transition
probabilities for relaxation from an excited state to different final states allow to predict
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possible paths for magnetization reversal. Furthermore, relaxation implies finite lifetimes
of the excited states so that – due to the uncertainty relation – their energy is broad-











Figure 3.3.: Transitions from one of the degenerate ground states to all other states
in the system J “ 3{2 with B02 ă 0 and B
2
2 ‰ 0. While only electrons with E ą Eexc
can excite the system into one of the ˘1{2 states, all electrons, including the ones at
low energy, can still lead to transitions between the two ground states and result in
a zero net magnetic moment.
Coming back to the example of a J “ 3{2 system with an out-of plane easy axis and a
nonzero in-plane anisotropy (B22 ‰ 0) as in fig. 3.2, calculation of the matrix elements
reveals that not only the operators J˘ but also Jz contribute to inelastic processes, see
fig. 3.3. Additionally, one finds that another process is possible with the J˘: elastic scat-








. In other words, any electron at or
near the Fermi level can induce transitions between the ground states. The occurrence of
the transitions depends then on the electronic density of states, temperature, and coupling
strength. At low temperatures, the consequence of this scattering process is the formation
of a so-called Kondo-singlet, which manifests itself in the DOS as a narrow resonance at
the Fermi level and is thus experimentally detectable in STS [4, 37]. Still, also at higher
temperatures direct transitions between the ground states are allowed, only the Kondo-
singlet will not be observable. Although having a Kondo system is interesting by itself,
it is certainly incompatible with the quest to make atomic bits a reality and should be
avoided from the viewpoint of this thesis.
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3.3. The Role of Time Inversion Symmetry
Fortunately, there is a possibility to combine J and the adsorption site symmetry in such a
way that one can have both — two degenerate non-coupling ground states and forbidden
elastic spin scattering — and this scenario relies on the system’s temporal symmetry to
suppress the ground state transitions. In contrast to both previous examples, this needs a
three-fold (or sixfold) rotationally symmetric site occupied by an integer-J adatom (with
an appropriate value of J). Figure 3.4 shows two examples of this, with J “ 2 and J “ 4
in C3v. It is assumed that the m “ 0 operators are such that an out-of plane easy axis is
preserved, i.e., the ground states are the ones with maximum 〈Jz〉. Then the only further
nonzero operator4 is B34, that partitions the |Ψ〉 states into three distinct groups (states in
parentheses apply only for J “ 4):
• |Ψ‚〉 consisting of |`1〉 , |´2〉 , p|`4〉q
• |Ψ‚〉 consisting of |´1〉 , |`2〉 , p|´4〉q
• |ΨN〉 consisting of |0〉 , p|˘3〉q
Obviously, states from different groups are all pairwise orthogonal, independent of their
position in the spectrum. The reason that the ground states are not connected by a single-
electron scattering event also relies on time inversion symmetry, although neither system
obeys Kramers’ theorem. Rather, as a result of the subdivision induced by the operator
B34, the doublet states represented by red squares and blue circles with the same |M| are
related by the time inversion operator T :
T |ΨM
‚〉 “ ˘ |Ψ´M
‚〉 . (3.9)
To show this, consider the general properties of T . First, T 2 “ p´1q2J, which means
T 2 “ 1 in an integer-J system. Secondly, it commutes withHCF, so that T |ΨM〉 remains
an eigenstate of HCF with the same energy if |ΨM〉 is an eigenstate. With this, one can
state that the action of T on one state is
T |ΨM
‚〉 “ c1 |ΨM‚〉` c2 |Ψ´M‚
〉
. (3.10)
4Strictly, this is only true for J “ 2, and for J “ 4 if ` ď 2. For ` “ 3, the O3{66 also appear, but they do
not change the picture qualitatively since they couple only those states that were already affected in the
same way by O34.
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Figure 3.4.: Spectra of an easy-axis HCF for J “ 2 (upper panel) and J “ 4 (lower
panel) in a C3v site. The colored symbols represent the three different groups of
states. Some allowed excitation processes with the respective operator are shown,
as well as the forbidden ground state transitions.
When expressing |ΨM‚〉 in the basis |M〉, one can use T |M〉 “ p´1qM |´M〉; a conse-
quence of this is c1 “ 〈ΨM‚|T |ΨM‚〉 “ 0 so that only the second term in eq. (3.10) remains.
Using T 2 “ 1 fixes eq. (3.9) except for the prefactor c2 “ ˘1.
Having explored the transformation of the states from the ‚ and ‚ groups, one can use
a few more identities: Both T Ji “ ´JiT for i P tx, y, zu, and 〈χ| φ〉 “ 〈Tφ| Tχ〉 “
〈Tχ| Tφ〉˚ can be used with eq. (3.9) to finally show that
〈















Ψ´M| Ji |ΨM〉 “ 0.
(3.11)
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Consequently, it follows that
〈
Ψ´M|V |ΨM〉 “ 0 which, in turn, means that one-electron
processes cannot lead to scattering from one ground state to the other!
Note that eq. (3.11) does not hold for half-integer systems. There, T 2 “ ´1 and no
such constraint for the matrix elements can be found. That is, the matrix elements may
accidentally be zero, but there is no need for this to be true.
It is vital to note that all of the above is true only in the case of ~B “ 0. A non-vanishing
magnetic field destroys the time inversion symmetry of the quantum system, and thus,
eq. (3.9) which was used in eq. (3.11) does not hold any longer. Hence, also this derivation
is no longer valid – in other words, transitions between the lowest states are gradually
allowed with increasing |B|.
3.4. Validity of the Model, Viable Systems
As can be seen from the publication date of [31] (1953), the description of a magnetic
impurity in a nonmagnetic host by a crystal field Hamiltonian, expressed in terms of
Stevens operators is everything but new. Rather, it is a long established model that found
its original application in magnetic resonance experiments. The importance of its redis-
covery for single magnetic adatoms can be appreciated when one considers that most of
the early work on the transition metal adatoms only used a lowest-order uniaxial spin
Hamiltonian:











where D and E are the anisotropy constants5 that are proportional to B20 and B
2
2. This
Hamiltonian does not include higher order operators (for transition metals up to n “ 4 is
possible), and therefore fails to capture the properties of an adsorption site with rotational
symmetry other than C2v. It is thus only appropriate in a very limited number of cases
(see, e.g., fig. 3.2); in all other cases it can lead to false predictions and interpretations.
However, also the full theoretical description of a magnetic adatom with the above model
is not universally applicable. The system’s properties can be altered by several aspects
which are not found in the model. As was mentioned before, the influence of the baths of
electrons cannot be taken into account within this model. A master equation approach for
this purpose will be described in section 4.4.2 and section 4.5.




3.4. Validity of the Model, Viable Systems
More importantly, not all combinations of adatom and substrate allow to simply assume
L ´ S coupling. This is particularly true for the magnetically interesting 3d transition
metals. Since their d-orbitals lie at the Fermi level and radially extend far outward, they
are strongly affected by the crystal field, which acts on the spatial component of the wave
functions. Thus, the orbitals hybridize, thereby reducing the orbital angular momentum
L. In these cases, the intra-atomic spin-orbit coupling is not the dominant interaction and
will only couple the remaining orbital angular momentum and the spin (see, e.g., [32]).
Furthermore, the substrate may also acquire a polarization around the adatom. The mag-
nitude of these effects can usually only be quantified with numerical methods. The crystal
field Hamiltonian could still be used when J is defined to describe the total angular mo-
mentum of the whole impurity. However, it is not quite clear what ` should be, and the
calculations often find values for L and S that, when combined, result in neither integer
nor half-integer J values.
Both of these effects can be mitigated when turning away from transition metals towards
rare-earth elements. There, the partially filled subshells are the 4f orbitals which are
energetically lower than the Fermi level. With ` “ 3 and the possibility to combine the
magnetic moments of a larger number of electrons than in d orbitals, higher magnetic
moments of up to „10.5 µB can be expected. Furthermore, they are closer to the nucleus
than the 5{6s and 5p orbitals and are thus well shielded from the conduction electrons.
Finally, the nuclei are heavier compared to 3d elements which leads to stronger spin-
orbit interaction. Thus, using rare-earth elements has the added benefit of similar or even
higher magnetic anisotropy energy than in transition metals while the description with a
CF-Hamiltonian is much more justified.
Another difficulty arises in transition metals when considering the actual number of rel-
evant electrons in the system. As stated earlier, the oxidation state of an adatom can be
different from a free atom and the determination might be a non-trivial task. Fortunately,
most rare-earth atoms can be assumed to prefer their 3` oxidation states, as they do in
numerous compounds. This allows for a simple estimate of L, S , and J and subsequently
the construction of HCF. Hence, while the crystal field method can in principle be used
also for transition metal adatoms, it is – by comparison with rare-earth elements – diffi-
cult to identify the necessary properties and quantum numbers of the electronic shell. The
most important advantage of transition metals is that their magnetic moments are easily
accessible for inelastic tunneling experiments. In contrast, this is not necessarily true for
4 f orbitals since their localized nature can render the acquisition of spectra difficult due





Holmium Adatoms on Pt(111)
After a summary of T. Schuh’s experimental findings, the subsequent progress — exper-
imental and theoretical — will be presented in detail. This includes further lifetime de-
pendencies on voltage, and, most importantly, magnetic field. The supporting ab initio
calculations were only finished after T. Schuh’s thesis and could then be analyzed. These
results will shortly be discussed as well.
Then the focus will shift towards further predictions and refinements of the model. Within
the established framework, some remarks will be given on the influence of symmetry-
breaking parameters, as well as current and temperature, RKKY- and hyperfine interac-
tions. Furthermore, the viability of a classical and a full quantum master equation calcu-
lation will be discussed. Lastly, some open questions will be briefly touched on. Contri-
butions by collaborating groups and individuals will be mentioned appropriately.
4.1. Summary of T. Schuh’s Work
Motivation
After several results for STM experiments on transition metal adatoms had been pub-
lished [6, 38–40], Schuh et al. started to investigate rare-earth adatoms [10]. This shift
away from transition metal elements was motivated by the possibility of having greater
magnetic moments and well shielded magnetic subshells that should show less hybridiza-
tion.
The first 4 f element that was investigated was gadolinium (Gd) on platinum and copper
(111) surfaces [41]. There, it was found that the adatom was in its 3` state, leaving the 4 f
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Figure 4.1.: Background-corrected inelastic spectra on holmium atoms on Pt(111)
in fcc and hcp adsorption sites, respectively (a). In the hcp case the dip-peak
signature of an excitation overlaps at V “ 0 so that an unambiguous determination
of the excitation energy is not possible (after [10]). (b) schematically shows the fcc
and hcp positions on a (111) surface.
orbitals with seven electrons which resulted in a ground state multiplet of J “ S “ 7{2.
Similar to transition metal adatoms before, low-temperature inelastic spectroscopy mea-
surements at „ 4 K revealed signatures of excitations at energies of a few meV which
were attributed to spin excitations. Since the half-filled 4 f subshell does not exhibit an
orbital angular momentum, the magnetic anisotropy was explained with intra-atomic ex-
change interaction with the 5d-shell.
The main results of the Gd experiments were that a) it is indeed possible to study the
4 f electrons with STM, b) the observed magnetic anisotropy is comparable to that of
transition metals, but c) with a reduced influence of the conduction electrons, regarding
relaxation processes (longer lifetimes of the first excited state) and hybridization. Further-
more, the supporting ab initio calculations could be tested and verified. Lastly, although
a J “ S “ 7{2 system should be susceptible to Kondo exchange, this phenomenon was
not observed which can be interpreted as a very low scattering probability of substrate
electrons with the 4 f orbitals, resulting in low TK .
Experimental Results
From these findings, the idea to investigate holmium on a Pt(111) surface was inspired
since in its 3` state it exhibits the largest possible total angular momentum of all elements
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Figure 4.2.: Switching behavior of an fcc adatom with voltage pulses (a). At the
positions indicated by black arrows the system changed its state when a pulse was
given; the blue arrow marks the time where a pulse did not lead to switching. In (b)
the lifetimes of states after an induced switch is plotted as a decay of a population.
An exponential fit yielded a mean lifetime of τ “ 373˘ 10s. (Adapted from [10]).
with J “ 8 (L “ 6, S “ 2) which should further enhance the MAE. Additionally, assum-
ing an out-of plane easy axis, the full crystal field Hamiltonian with all its Omn operators
predicted that there should be two ground states that show neither coupling nor transitions
between them via single-electron scattering.
The first characterization dealt with the adsorption sites and possible ways to distinguish
between adatoms on fcc and hcp places. While their dI{dV curves were mostly iden-
tical in the bias range of ˘1 V, a discrepancy was found above „ 600 mV that allows
to identify the adsorption site without having to determine the atomic positions. This is
usually done by atomically resolved scanning across a step edge in order to deduce the
position of atoms in the second layer from the surface. Since the necessary tip conditions
might not always be attainable, a spectroscopic identification via a comparably simple
STS measurement is certainly desirable.
Following this analysis, ITS revealed an excitation in both adsorption sites below 10 meV,
with average values of 9.6 meV in the fcc site and 5.9 meV in hcp (see fig. 4.1). While
in the hcp site the dip-peak pair could not be separated due to the experimental energy
resolution, the spectra on fcc adatoms show that the width of the observed features was
lower than the excitation energy so that there was no overlap at zero bias. This is another
crucial requirement for obtaining a stable ground state because if the first excited state is
broadened so much that it overlaps with the ground state, it can be excited thermally even
at kBT ! Eexc. Consequently, from there on the experiments focused almost exclusively
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on fcc atoms. The excitation probability was found to be of the order of 5 % (for both
sites), however, later a refined analysis of several d2I{dV2 spectra from the same data set
obtained slightly lower values of only „2 %.
Since spin-polarized STM can detect magnetic contrast not only in extended structures
but also different magnetization orientations in single atoms [42], the next series of ex-
periments was devoted to the attempt to observe the two expected ground states of the
system. It was hypothesized that Ho/Pt(111) — similar to the case of gadolinium —
would be governed by an out-of plane easy axis; the expected spectrum is schematically
shown in fig. 4.3(a).
For the experiments, an antiferromagnetic manganese-coated tungsten tip was used in
order to perform spin-polarized measurements (see section 2.1.3, eq. (2.9) and (2.13)).
Indeed, they revealed a contrast between two different states1 as is shown in fig. 4.2(a).
The detection was done via changes in the current or the lock-in signal, at a bias voltage of
5 mV and a modulation of 0.8 mV so that the voltage was always less than the excitation
energy. As a result, the lock-in signal showed a 1 % difference between two constant
values on an atom, but no contrast on the Pt substrate. Furthermore, it was found that the
system could be reversibly switched between those two states by applying — with open
feedback loop — a short voltage pulse at up to 65 mV for 200 µs, with a success rate of
less than one.
Apart from the fact that two different atomic states could be observed which were inter-
preted as due to the magnetic ground states, further quantitative results could be obtained
from the pulse experiments. First, the switching probability was found to increase to
nonzero values just around a threshold of „10 mV — very close to the observed excita-
tion energy, as is described in more detail in section 4.4.2. This is a strong indication that
the excited state plays an important role in the switching process. Further, the switching
probability did not reach 50 % but a lower value which was then attributed to the influ-
ence of the spin-polarization of the tip. The suggested path for switching between the
two ground states was via the |Ψ˘7
〉
states, with a small but nonzero probability to tunnel
through the anisotropy barrier. Two different one-electron scattering processes are needed
to switch from one ground state to the other (see fig. 4.3(b)): one ”spin-conserving” with





with J`, which will then either relax back with J´ or tunnel to |Ψ8〉
with the help of Jz. Of course, also the opposite sequence is possible, i.e., an excitation
with Jz through the barrier and a subsequent relaxation with J`. If higher energies are
1It is self-understood that much care was taken to relate this effect to a magnetic origin. No such contrast
was observed with bare tungsten tips, neither on adatoms nor on the platinum substrate — this behavior
could only be found when magnetically coated tips were used to probe the Ho atoms.
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Figure 4.3.: Schematic of the HCF spectrum (a) and some of the allowed transitions
between the lowest six states (b). Similarly to the examples J “ 2, 4 the two
ground states belong to different groups of states (‚ and ‚q, but this is also true
for the doublet of the first excited states. It is only the next pair of states that forms
(anti)symmetric, energy-split states (N). The transitions in (b) are labeled with the
operator Ji, i P tz,`,´u that has the dominant/only contribution to this process.
Again, no operator can lead to transitions between the ground states.








can lead to magnetization reversal:
The relaxation from there to either side is equivalent and thus this path should have a 50 %
probability to end in |Ψ8〉 or |Ψ´8
〉
.
The other interesting quantity that could be extracted from the pulse measurements is the
lifetime of the two different conductance states. It was found that some time after the
pulse the system spontaneously switched (back) to the initial state. The corresponding
times ranged from several seconds up to a few minutes. In some cases the lifetime even
outlasted the available period to record a time trace of „8 min. From the lifetime data a
population-like exponential decay (see fig. 4.2(b)) was fitted and gave a mean lifetime of
„370 s. In comparison to any previously measured spin lifetime of magnetic adatoms,
this means an increase in lifetime between seven and nine orders of magnitude! Although
this result should initially be taken with the appropriate skepticism, the model gives an ex-
planation for it: Holmium atoms on Pt(111) occupy three-fold hollow sites which, in turn,
establish a C3v symmetry. As was discussed for the examples in section 3.1.3, this sys-
tem also exhibits the advantageous properties of non-coupling ground states and forbid-
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den ground state transitions via single-electron scattering which is illustrated in fig. 4.3.
Thus, all magnetization reversal processes must involve excited states and are therefore
exponentially suppressed at low temperatures.
4.2. New Experimental Results
4.2.1. Modification of the Measurements
After the initial findings of Schuh et al. and their preliminary interpretation, more exper-
imental work was needed in order to substantiate the claims. To this end, an investiga-
tion of the lifetime dependence on bias voltage and magnetic field was conducted, which
yielded also some information about the influence of tunneling current and temperature.
Although the initial experiments with a Mn-coated tungsten tip yielded some usable re-
sults, a slight modification in the measurement procedure was made. One of the diffi-
culties during the measurements was to maintain the structural integrity of a tip that was
sufficiently spin-polarized to show the 1 % conductance change during switching. Thus,
chromium was chosen as a coating material since greater mechanical stability was ex-
pected. Additionally, small amounts of cobalt (less than a monolayer) were deposited
to the platinum substrate slightly above room temperature before the holmium deposi-
tion. The cobalt islands that form during this procedure are known to be magnetized
out-of plane [42] and can thus be used as an independent reference to confirm a suitable
spin-polarization of the tip. This is illustrated in fig. 4.4. However, the additional cobalt
islands have a magnetic stray field which has a detrimental effect on the lifetimes, and an
indirect influence on the Ho adatoms via RKKY interaction might occur [42]. Therefore,
this procedure was only used occasionally, mostly with newly prepared tips, to assign the
observed dI{dV contrast of Ho atoms to a magnetic origin.
Having confirmed that the previously found switching could also be seen with Cr tips, the
various dependencies were studied. First, the results of the magnetic field dependence on
the lifetime will be presented. After that the effect of bias voltage on the lifetimes will be
discussed. It shall be noted that the excitation energy found in renewed ITS experiments
yielded slightly lower values of Eexc „8 meV instead of 9.6 mV for fcc atoms. As the older
measurements were taken with a different STM, there might be a small discrepancy in the
bias calibration, one possible deviation coming from the use of different voltage dividers.
Apart from that, the older measurements on several atoms gave varying results, ranging
from „7 meV to 11 meV, which is attributed to a slightly different local environment,
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Figure 4.4.: Detail of the topography (a) and spin-polarized dI{dV map (b) of the
Co/Pt(111) system, decorated with Ho atoms that appear as small bright dots. The
Pt step edges are marked with dashed lines. (b) shows a contrast between the Co
region in the upper left corner and all other Co islands, while both show a signal
that differs from the Pt substrate (300 mV, 1.5 nA, V rmsmod “8 mV at 5.3 kHz).
while the newer ones showed a stronger concentration of excitation energies and the mean
value of all the fits amounts to 7.68˘ 0.01 meV. One example is given in fig. 4.8.
The determination of the lifetime of the first excited state was done as is described in
appendix A for all measured atoms and spectra which resulted in an average value of
τ|7|Ñ|8| “ p470˘ 30qfs. (4.1)
The statistical error seems small, but it does not reflect that extracting the lifetime from a
spectrum was applicable only for a subset of the measured ITS curves. For some spectra,
the calculated intrinsic width would approach zero and thus give extremely long lifetimes;
in few cases, the calculated intrinsic width would even become negative, making the inter-
pretation meaningless. The reasons in both cases are not yet understood, and may only be
found with a renewed measurement at better energy resolution. Conversely, the fits with
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narrow linewidth could represent the actual situation and the measurements that give the
above lifetime value could be broadened due to additional noise (e.g., from electronics).
Therefore, the above mean value can only be seen as a lower limit. As a last remark, the
excitation cross section in the new ITS experiments was roughly 1 %.
4.2.2. Magnetic Field Dependence
Experiment
The most important experiment was to measure the lifetime dependence of the ground
states on an external magnetic field. As the whole model and the tentative interpretation
rely on the assumption that the observed excitations and the spin-polarized contrast are
of magnetic origin, detecting a marked dependence of the ground state lifetime on B is
a necessity. All other possible excitations (e.g., phonons), or switching phenomena (e.g.,
structural changes of the tip, hopping between different adsorption sites) are not expected
to exhibit any impact of (weak) magnetic fields.
For the investigation of the field dependence, a sample without additional Co was chosen.
All measurements were conducted on a relatively isolated atom that was at least „6 nm
away from any other adsorbate or surface structure. Again, the bias used for detection
(5 mV) was low enough to mostly avoid excitations by the tunneling electrons; even when
adding to that the modulation voltage of 0.8 mV (rms), the resulting maximum voltage
was still below Eexc{e so that switching via the first excited state had a low probability.
A low field was then applied along the z-direction, which could only range from 0 to
140 mT due to experimental limitations at that time. Unlike in the earlier experiments by
Schuh, this time the lifetimes were measured by observing the spontaneous switching be-
tween two states of the adatom, represented by different conductance values in the dI{dV
signal, instead of using voltage pulses to induce a switch in the first place2. Furthermore,
the tunneling current in the new experiments was 50 nA — significantly higher than be-
fore — in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. A much clearer contrast of about
40 % in the switching behavior could be obtained, compared to only 1 % in the original
experiments. Lastly, the temperature during the measurements was roughly 700 mK in-
stead of Á4 K, which should have reduced the number of thermally activated processes.
2A similar experiment with Fe clusters of five and six adatoms was conducted by Khajetoorians et al.
[43] that also showed spontaneous switching with lifetimes ranging from milliseconds to a few hundred
seconds.
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Figure 4.5.: Influence of magnetic field on the lifetimes of the ground states. The
left hand side shows typical time traces of the spin-polarized signal at four differ-
ent fields. Clearly, with higher fields the switching frequency increases. Although
it cannot be stated with certainty which of the two observed dI{dV values corre-
sponds to the (anti-)parallel configuration of spin and tip polarization, at least the
upper and lower conductance value can be analyzed separately since the tip did
not change during the measurement. The quantitative result is shown on the right:
the overall trend of shorter lifetimes with increasing field is confirmed.
The results of this measurement are displayed in fig. 4.5. While the four panels on the
left illustrate a clear trend towards shorter lifetimes with increasing field, the quantitative
results for the mean lifetimes are presented in the right panel. The experiment revealed
decreasing average lifetimes (shown in black) going from „20 s at zero field to „2 s at
maximum field. For the weakest fields, a deviation from this behavior was found: When
going from 0 T to 50 mT the analysis revealed an increase of the lifetime of the state that
corresponds to the higher conductance value. Also, the lifetimes of the two states are
clearly different at zero field, but, admittedly, the number of data points is too low to
make a general statement about the lifetime behavior at low fields3.
Due to different experimental conditions with regard to the work of Schuh (section 4.1)
the lifetimes cannot be compared directly. It is assumed that the much smaller4 values
found here result from the strongly increased tunneling current, with possible minor con-
tributions from the changed tip material.
3The crossing of the upper and lower state lifetimes at low fields is not statistically significant.
4From the viewpoint of statistical analysis shorter lifetimes can be considered beneficial, since this resulted
in higher number of switching events (between „70 and „300).
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Analysis and Explanation
Qualitatively, the experimentally observed reduction of the lifetime with increasing field
can be explained from the theoretical model, as was already discussed in section 3.3: The
long lifetimes are a consequence of the protection by time inversion symmetry; when
~B “ 0, transitions between the ground states via single-electron scattering are forbidden.
A nonzero field breaks time inversion symmetry and gradually allows these processes with
increasing field. In other words, finite ground state5 lifetimes are expected that decrease
with higher fields. A brief quantitative analysis of this behavior will be discussed in
section 4.4.1.
Of course, the lifetimes are not infinite even when the experimentally controllable mag-
netic field is set to zero. This is because a) the assumption of ~B “ 0 is never completely
fulfilled, b) there are always a few thermally induced transitions to the first excited state,
and c) the magnetic tip itself may have an influence on the atom. Although at low tem-
peratures the magnetization reversal via the excited states is energetically suppressed for
both tip and substrate electrons, one can argue that the tunneling electrons have a signifi-
cant influence on the lifetimes, and furthermore that asymmetries of the two ground state
lifetimes should be expected. Both will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
During the measurement, the adatom and its total angular momentum are coupled to elec-
tron reservoirs: On the one hand, ”high-energy” (eV " kBT ) electrons tunnel from the tip
to the surface. On the other hand there are low-energetic substrate electrons 6 in thermal
equilibrium. Since in this case the DOS of substrate electrons is high one might wonder
whether the tunneling electrons can be neglected in the process of magnetization reversal.
From the following qualitative argument, it can be understood that this is not necessarily
accurate when ~B ‰ 0: At low temperatures, the available phase space volume for inelastic
scattering of substrate electrons (for both excitation and relaxation processes) is limited
to a narrow shell at the Fermi surface. The energy scale for the ”thickness” of that shell is
given by the Zeeman splitting ∆EZ between the two ground states. In contrast, the tunnel-
ing electrons, which have an energy far greater than the Zeeman splitting or the thermal
energy, can scatter into all empty states above the Fermi level up to their initial energy.
Therefore, when a magnetic field is applied in principle all tunneling electrons — at least
those with the proper spin orientation — could lead to a ground state transition. Thus,
although the occurrence of scattering with substrate electrons may be much higher than
for tunneling electrons, the latter are expected to have a higher scattering cross-section. It
5The terms ”ground states” and ”ground state transitions” will be used although only the lower of the
|Ψ˘8
〉
is truly the ground state. This one will be denoted GS, the other GS*.
6Mathematical descriptions will be presented in section 4.4.2 and section 4.5.
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should therefore come as no surprise that the tunneling current has a significant influence
on the lifetimes.
Regarding an asymmetry of the lifetimes, again the contributions from substrate and tun-
neling electrons must be combined. Substrate electrons will preferably lead to relaxation
from GS* to GS, and only rarely to the excitation in the opposite direction. Thus, the
population ratio of both states in thermal equilibrium should be given by a Boltzmann
factor e∆EZ{kBT . The tunneling electrons, however, have an almost equal probability for
the transitions in both directions — at least from an energetic point of view — effectively
weakening the asymmetry. But, in order to obtain a contrast in the measurement, a spin-
polarized tip is needed. Hence there is an imbalance between the spin orientations of the
tunneling electrons leading to preferred ground state transitions in one direction. This
effect is known as spin-transfer torque (STT) and is independent of B (antiferromagnetic
tips were used). Thus, as long as the tunneling current has a non-negligible influence on
the lifetimes, an asymmetry has to be expected, but its magnitude is a combination of the
STT effect and the thermal equilibrium asymmetry.
Lastly, another influence of the measurement on the adatom and thereby the ground state
lifetimes must be seen in the tip itself. First, its presence should alter the crystal field
parameters. Although a quantitative account cannot easily be given, this will almost cer-
tainly disturb the symmetry since a perfect positioning cannot be achieved. How this
may affect the lifetimes will be explored in some detail in section 4.4.1, but qualitatively
it can already be expected that this will allow transitions between the ground states by
scattering and also lead to a reduction of their lifetimes. Secondly, the tip itself is also a
magnetic object. Despite the fact that antiferromagnetic tips are chosen, a minute stray
field remains and may become important for the small tip-sample distances necessary in
STM.
4.2.3. Voltage Dependence
In a second series of measurements, the voltage dependence of the lifetimes was studied.
The reasoning behind it was that the tunneling electrons are the ones with the highest
available energy in the system. Thus, the voltage should have an effect on the lifetimes
when approaching the excitation energy, as thermally activated switching is most likely
to come from the tunneling electrons instead of the substrate electrons7. The experiments
were conducted at 700 mK, this time again at a low current of 1 nA, and with an added
modulation voltage of 0.8 mV (rms). No magnetic field was applied, but in this case, Co
7bias polarity was chosen such that electrons tunnel from tip to substrate
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islands were present on the substrate. Their stray field supposedly reduces the lifetimes
in just the same way as an external magnetic field which is why the observed lifetimes do



















Figure 4.6.: Bias dependence of ground state lifetimes. A dramatic decrease of life-
times is observed when higher bias voltages are applied, i.e., when V is chosen
closer to the excitation energy Eexc{e.
The results of the bias dependence measurements are presented in fig. 4.6. Again, a strong
dependence can be seen, following roughly a reduction by almost one order of magnitude
for a 1 mV increase in bias. Although qualitatively such an exponential behavior is ex-
pected for any kind of thermally activated process, a deviation from it would certainly
cast doubts on the suggested magnetic origin of the observed contrast.
Once more, a small discrepancy of the lifetimes of the upper and lower conductance
values is apparent for 4.5 mV and 5 mV. One possible explanation could involve the
Zeeman splitting due the stray field of the Co islands that were less than 5 nm from the
atom. Assuming a field parallel to the surface normal and estimating its magnitude for
thermal equilibrium yields BCo « 50 mT. Admittedly, this should then also apply for
the lower bias measurements. For 3 mV and 4 mV, however, the number of recorded
switching events is only about one tenth of the higher bias situation (ca. 10 to 15 compared
to ca. 100 to 140). Thus, the effect might not be seen due to poor statistics. In the
framework of the theoretical model the aforementioned spin-transfer torque effect cannot
explain the observed asymmetry since the fraction of electrons with sufficient energy to
excite the atom to one of the |Ψ˘7
〉
states is too small by several orders of magnitude. Only
if one substitutes the measured temperature with a much increased effective temperature,
the STT effect could possibly describe the observed difference in lifetimes. However,
unrealistically high values for Teff would be needed. A proper treatment with a quantum
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Figure 4.7.: Spectrum of HCF with the crystal field parameters from first principles
(table on the right). As before, the three distinct groups of states are indicated with





due to the mixing operators
are given in the diagram, as well as the splitting between ground state and first
excited state.
master equation approach (see section 4.5) manages to capture this behavior with less
severe assumptions.
4.3. First Principles Calculations
Already the gadolinium experiments of T. Schuh were supported by ab initio calculations,
performed by A. Ernst et al. at the Max-Planck Institute of Microstructure Physics in
Halle (Saale) — a collaboration that was continued for the investigation of holmium. The
calculations combined several different computational methods to determine the struc-
tural, as well as the electronic and magnetic properties of the Ho impurity. A noteworthy
feature of the calculations is the possibility to account for strongly localized 4 f states (see
supplementary of [9]). The main results, though not the focus of this thesis, will be briefly
summarized since they were essential for the corroboration of the tentative interpretation
and further predictions.
First of all, the electronic configuration of Ho adatoms on Pt(111) was confirmed to be
[Xe] 4 f 10, both for fcc and hcp adsorption sites. That means, the atoms give away their
two 6s electrons and one from the f subshell. Based on this information and Hund’s rules,
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Figure 4.8.: New ITS curve and corresponding fit of an fcc Ho adatom. The fit yields
an excitation energy of 8.0 ˘ 0.1 meV. Aside from this dip-peak pair, no other
inelastic signatures are visible. Experimental parameters: T “ 4.4 K, I “ 30 nA
at V “ 30 mV, Vmod “ 2.4 mV at 16.4 kHz.
the ground state multiplet is expected to have J “ 8, resulting from L “ 6 and S “ 2,
which also gives a Landé g-factor of g8 “ 1.25 and a total magnetic moment of 10µB.
Second, the magnetic moments were extracted from the calculations which yielded 4.1µB
(3.9µB) and 5.6µB (5.45µB) for spin and orbital contribution, respectively, in the fcc (hcp)
adsorption site. Thus the calculation gives a good agreement with Hund’s rules and jus-
tifies their preliminary use. Furthermore, the Bmn parameters could be calculated, from
which the model Hamiltonian HCF could then be set up and analyzed. The values of
the anisotropy constants are presented in fig. 4.7 together with the resulting spectrum of
HCF.
With the anisotropy constants from the ab initio calculations available, the crystal field
Hamiltonian could be tested against the experimental data. The easiest comparison of
experiment and calculation considers the spectrum of HCF and the predicted excitation




. The calculated value of 7.7 meV almost
perfectly matches the results from newer ITS experiments (see fig. 4.8) and gives still
good agreement with the older values by Schuh et al. (fig. 4.1(a)). Since the spectrum has
an overall parabolic shape and the calculated ground states are the |Ψ˘8
〉
states, further
excitations might appear in inelastic spectra at higher energies. However, the calculation
of the excitation cross section yields that reaching the second excited state has a very low
probability compared to the first (a reduction of „ 10´5). Since the first excited state
led to a conductance change of only „1 %, ITS cannot be expected to reveal the next
excitation at 16.3 meV. In fact, no corresponding second dip-peak pair was observed,
although admittedly the experimental resolution was not good enough to exclude two
overlapping excitations if they were to appear at roughly the same energy.
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Lastly, the electronic density of states, shown in fig. 4.9, reveals that all 4 f states are
Á2 eV away from the Fermi level and thus multivalent behavior can safely be ruled out.
Moreover, it is found in the calculations that the Ho density of states is spin-polarized at
the Fermi level (see inset of fig. 4.9), which is a crucial requirement for the interpretation
that the observed contrast in the spin-polarized measurements originates from switching
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Figure 4.9.: Calculated electronic DOS of Ho adatom (red) and Pt substrate (blue)
showing both spin channels (”up” and ”down”). The inset shows the low-DOS
range in more detail, revealing that the Ho states are spin-polarized at the Fermi
level (η « 0.7), whereas the Pt DOS is largely unpolarized.
4.4. Analysis of Model Predictions
Since no further excitations are expected to appear in inelastic spectroscopy, the compar-
ison with the calculated anisotropy constants is limited to evaluating the accuracy of B02.
But with the calculated values of all other Bmn the dynamics of the system can be studied
quantitatively. To this end, a classical master equation description was set up in order to
calculate transition rates between states and their lifetimes, which will take up the greater
part of this section.
Before that, it will shortly be discussed whether the ab initio Bmn can actually be used
to confirm the previously predicted influence of symmetry-breaking terms. The effect of
additional low-n operators that perturb the spatial symmetry will be considered. Breaking
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Figure 4.10.: Calculated influence of the operators O12 and O
1
2 (a) and a Bz-field
(b) on the transition matrix element of V between the two ground states. The
symmetry-breaking is parametrized by the anisotropy constants B12 and B
2
2, respec-




with Bm2 ; above ca. 10
´4 meV B22 leads to an even stronger increase. For numer-
ical stability, a minute magnetic field in z-direction of 1 µT was included in the




2 grows quadratically until the Zeeman splitting of the ground states
approaches Eexc.
of time-inversion symmetry is evaluated by calculating the magnetic-field dependence of
transition matrix elements.
4.4.1. Influence of Symmetry Breaking
Owing to the threefold rotational symmetry the system exhibits two protected ground
states. If the adatom’s environment is disturbed, e.g., by lattice distortions, nearby ad-
sorbates, or the tip, the symmetry is reduced and additional terms will appear in HCF.
Since the symmetry-breaking of the threefold hollow site reduces the system in general
to a C1 situation, only rotations by 360˝ lead to an equivalent description. Consequently,
all operators up to sixth order would have to be considered in HCF. However, since the
anisotropy parameters can hardly be estimated and the operator O12 already captures the
mixing of all states, the influence of varying B12 on the transition matrix element is studied
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(see fig. 4.10(a)). For comparison the effect of a nonzero B22 is also shown — in a realistic
scenario, both anisotropy parameters (among all others) will be small but nonzero. Un-
surprisingly, both operators lead to a quadratic increase of |
〈
Ψ´8|V |Ψ8〉|
2 for weak Bm2 .
If B22 Á 10
´4 meV, its effect becomes even more pronounced.
A quantitative study of the influence of a Bz-field is shown in fig. 4.10(b). As qualitatively
predicted from symmetry considerations, the formerly vanishing matrix element gradually
grows with increasing field. The dependence of the matrix element is linear (i.e., quadratic
in the transition rates) for weak fields, but changes drastically once the |Ψ˘7
〉
aligns with
the former ground state |Ψ¯8
〉
from the other side of the barrier.
In conclusion, it can safely be stated that the calculated anisotropy parameters are com-
patible with the qualitatively expected behavior. It is thus reasonable to further investigate
the sytem’s dynamics with this set of parameters.
4.4.2. Dynamics and Rate Equations
The remainder of this section deals with the attempt to quantitatively test the anisotropy
parameters against the experimental lifetime data. This was done with a classical rate
equation approach. An approach like this was used to describe spin excitation spectra of
magnetic adatoms by Hirjibehedin et al. in 2007 [38], and later, more elaborately, in 2010
by Loth et al. [44]. It was also used by Hübner et al. in 2014 [45] to study the dynamics of
three adatom or cluster systems in different adsorption symmetries, among them the case
of Ho/Pt(111) presented here. A critical view of the rate equation approach will be given,
concluding that a full quantum master equation treatment is needed. This analysis was
done in a collaboration with theory colleagues from KIT (Karlewski et al. [36]). Some
details of the newer approach will be summarized in section 4.5.
In the rate equation approach, the time evolution of the population Ni of a state |φi〉 is
described by all transitions to final states |φ j
〉














ΓTÑSi j ` Γ
SÑT




“ τ´1i , (4.2b)
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where the upper indices indicate the origin and destination of the scattering electron (T:
”tip”, S: ”substrate”)8. The i “ j terms are allowed and account for elastic scattering,
without the atom’s state changing. The lifetime τi of the initial state is then the inverse of
the sum of transition rates Γi j to all other states.
In order to evaluate the transitions induced by scattering with electrons, the matrix el-
ements of the operator W “ ~J ¨ ~s ` u will be considered, where ~s denotes the single
electron spin and u an elastic contribution (compare eq. (3.2.2)). Remembering the spin-
polarization of the tip η from eq. (2.10) and letting σ “ ˘1{2 denote the z-component of





















































With this, as well as the effect of temperature on the occupation of states, and two param-
eters describing the coupling strengths to electrons within the substrate css and tunneling
electrons cts, the scattering rates can be related toW in the following way:






dE f pEqp1´ f pE ` Ei ´ E jqq (4.4a)






dE f pEqp1´ f pE ` Ei ´ E j ´ eVqq (4.4b)






dE f pEqp1´ f pE ` Ei ´ E j ` eVqq, (4.4c)
8An interaction of tip electrons that re-enter the tip will be neglected since it is expected to be much weaker
than the S Ñ S term. The reason for this is that such an electron would have to cross the tunneling
barrier twice, one time assisted by the bias voltage but the other time against it.
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where f pEq again denotes the Fermi function. The above equation assumes that tunnel
probability and electronic DOS can be taken as constant in the relevant energy range. This





dE f pEqp1´ f pE ´ xqq “
x
exprx{kBT s ´ 1
. (4.5)
4.4.3. Parameter Estimation
From First Excited State
In order to obtain a rough estimate of the parameters u, css and cts, some simple calcula-
tions can be conducted. However, the results of this approach are expected to only give
an idea of the order of magnitude.
When comparing the lifetime of the first excited state (τ˘7 « 500 fs) from eq. (4.1) to
the mean time between two tunneling electrons at 1 nA which is of the order of 10´10 s,
one can neglect the tunneling electrons for relaxation processes. However, the above
lifetime value can just be taken as a lower limit. Therefore, when using, e.g., the tran-
sition9 |Ψ7〉 Ñ |Ψ8〉 to estimate the coupling to substrate electrons css, its value must be







|〈Ψ8 Ó| J` |Ψ7 Ò〉|
2
ζp´Eexcq (4.6a)
ñ css À 7ˆ 1010 meV´1 s´1 (4.6b)
If a future high-resolution experiment yields that τ˘7 is significantly higher, tunneling
electrons may also have to be included in the relaxation rates.
For the estimation of cts and the spin-agnostic scattering u a slightly longer calculation is
needed which relies on the excitation probability10. This is done by using the rates Γ to
express the tunneling current and then comparing the elastic and inelastic contributions.
9Transitions to |Ψ´8
〉
are possible but only with a very low probability, so that it does not affect this
estimation.
10It is assumed throughout this derivation that B “ 0 and thus no direct transitions between the ground
states are possible.
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It should be clear that cts depends on the tunneling conditions, i.e., the conductance set-
point. Although the formulas for the determination are derived from the ITS situation,
the interesting parameters are the ones in the spin-polarized measurements since for those
conditions the lifetimes shall be calculated.
In general, the current can be written as


















For V below the excitation threshold but sufficiently above zero, one tunneling direction,
e.g., S Ñ T , can be neglected and then the current consists of the rates that leave the atom
in its ˘8 state:
IpVq “ e
`











` u2 ` uη 〈Ψ8| Jz |Ψ8〉 pN8 ´ N´8q
˙
(4.8b)
During the ITS experiments, unpolarized tips were used so that η “ 0 which cancels the




, where m “ 〈Ψ8| Jz |Ψ8〉 {2. (4.9)
In order to estimate cts, first the parameter u has to be determined. When turning to the
situation of bias voltage above Eexc{e the current then consists of an additional inelastic




celV , eV ă Eexc
celV ` cinelpV ´ Eexc{eq , eV ą Eexc
. (4.10)
The excitation probability (1 % to 5 %) can finally be identified as the ratio cinel{cel. Eval-
uating eq. (4.7) for the elastic and inelastic current then yields
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ñ |u| « 5 . . . 14 (4.11b)
cts « 6ˆ 106 . . . 3ˆ 107meV´1s´1, for 5 mV, 1 nA. (4.11c)
The spread comes from the variations in the excitation probability. This quantity is known
to depend on the tip conditions, which is why only a range for both parameters can be
given.
From Switching Probability
A second method to estimate the parameters css and cts was attempted by a fitting proce-
dure to the switching probability data from the voltage-pulse experiments. As explained
in section 4.1 and shown in fig. 4.11, these experiments yielded a switching probability
dependent on the pulse voltage. For almost all voltages, switching was attempted with
roughly 100 pulses but the success rate stayed lower than 20 %, which is why the error
bars are comparably large. The errors could not simply be computed by taking
?
N of the
number of successful switchings N, but were determined by using a binomial distribution
instead, so that a) the lower bound does not go below zero, and b) the error bars span a
68 % confidence interval.
In the data, the onset of nonvanishing probability sits right at the excitation energy, above
which the probability first rises to„10 % and then almost saturates at around„15 %. The





were used instead of the HCF eigenstates, but only this way
the experimental data could be described reasonably well. The fit curve also turned out
to depend sensitively on η but only very weakly on the coupling values css{ts. Rather,
different values spanning several orders of magnitude produced almost the same curve, as
long as their ratio css{cts was the same. Thus, it must be accepted that this data set does not
allow to accurately determine the absolute value of the coupling parameters. Nevertheless,
the estimated values of css « 4ˆ 104 meV´1 s´1 and cts « 6ˆ 104 meV´1 s´1 can be
seen as lower limits, below which an acceptable agreement between calculations and
experiment could not be achieved any more.
The comparison of the two methods to determine the coupling parameters showed that
their outcomes differ considerably by several orders of magnitude. Furthermore, when
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Figure 4.11.: Switching probability with voltage pulses. The duration of each pulse
was 200 µs and its amplitude was varied up to 65 mV. Error bars result from
a finite number of attempts and indicate one standard deviation. Parameters
for the fit (black line) are η “ 0.19 ˘ 0.02, css “ 4ˆ 104 meV´1 s´1, and
cts “ 6ˆ 104 meV´1 s´1.
using the eigenstates of HCF, the calculated switching probability always showed some









increase of the switching probability was predicted from the calculations that was not ob-
served in the experiment. Rather this false prediction could be explained by the 50 %









lated. However, it was found that due to (previously ignored) decoherence, induced by the
tunneling electrons, these states undergo yet another reshaping and return to states close
to the parabola with |〈Jz〉| « 6. In the quantum master equation approach this was found
to be a voltage-dependent effect [36] with substantial influence on the shape of the whole
spectrum.
Not only did the two parameter estimates yield different results, but also the predictions
of the rate equation calculations never truly succeeded to consistently describe the exper-
imental data (switching behavior and ground state lifetimes) with one set of parameters.
Taking temperature and modulation voltage broadening into account did not improve the
situation substantially, or could only approach an approximate agreement for unrealisti-
cally high temperatures which could be ruled out from experiment. The final conclusion
from the failure of the classical rate equation approach, based on the spectrum of HCF,
was that a full quantum master equation calculation is needed in order to capture the
dynamics of this system.
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4.4.4. Tunneling Current and Temperature
It is not surprising that the measurements of the dynamics of the Ho/Pt(111) system show
indications of two additional dependencies, namely tunneling current and temperature.
Since electrons and their role in the scattering process are at the heart of the explanation,
their number and energy distribution are obvious quantities that need to be considered
when predictions about the ground state lifetimes are made. Partially this was mentioned
already in section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. Although the rate equation approach did not succeed
to quantitatively describe the experimental data, at least some qualitative expectations for
current and temperature could be formulated and tested.
Calculating the transition rates between the ground states from eq. (4.2)-(4.4) with the
assumption of a low magnetic field so that transitions are weakly allowed (∆EZ ! kBT )
and also low temperatures (kBT ! Eexc), yields approximately that Γ´8,8 « Γ8,´89kBT .
In other words, this rough estimate predicts that the lifetimes should be inversely propor-
tional to temperature or, equivalently, that the product of mean lifetime and temperature
is roughly constant. The experimental data allows only to compare two series of mea-
surement: the already presented lifetime at 5 mV, 50 nA, B “ 0, and 700 mK and another
result from the same sample under identical conditions except for temperature (4.4 K). In
the latter case, the analysis of the upper and lower states gave a combined mean lifetime
of 4 s, the former yielded „20 s. The two data sets produce an acceptable agreement:
4.4 K ¨ τ4.4K “ 17.4 K s, 0.7 K ¨ τ0.7K “ 14 K s (4.12)
If the distinct upper and lower state values are considered, the lower states agree well at
T ¨ τlow « 8 K s and the upper ones have a similar value at T ¨ τup « 22 K s. Of course,
many factors were neglected in this estimate, e.g., the spin-polarization and energy of the
tunneling electrons, but the fair agreement indicates that qualitatively the rate equation
approach may still give reasonably accurate predictions.
A quantitative estimate of the influence of the tunneling current is more difficult and faces
the problems of little-known coupling strengths to tunneling and substrate electrons men-
tioned above. Especially, it is unclear at which current the tunneling electrons dominate
the switching rates. Therefore, a clear statement about the scaling of lifetimes with current
cannot be given, except for the expectation that higher currents should lead to shorter life-
times. Moreover, the effect of a changed current cannot be separated from the influence
of the tip which is at a different distance.
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U = 3mV, T = 0.7 K U = 7.3mV, T = 0.7 K
Steady statesHCF eigenstates
Figure 4.12.: Comparison of HCF eigenstates with the bias-dependent steady-state
basis. While at 3 mV the steady-state calculations presumably suffer from numeri-
cal inaccuracies in the upper part of the spectrum, predicting mostly nonmagnetic
states, the dissipation at higher bias voltage (7.3 mV) restores the twofold degen-
eracy for all states. However, higher excited states are negligible at low voltages
since they cannot be populated, but will show the correct behavior once the bias
is high enough. In contrast, the HCF eigenstates do not change at all with bias








that lead to increased ”shortcut” switching between the
ground states at sufficient voltages.
4.5. Quantum Master Equation
In [36], Karlewski et al. theoretically studied the dynamics of fcc holmium adatoms on
Pt(111) using a full quantum master equation approach, and the ab initio CF parameters
from [9]. The main motivation behind it was the realization that the dissipation caused
by the tunneling electrons induces decoherence and leads to significant changes in the
spectral composition of some of the states. The eigenstates of HCF can therefore not be
used without restrictions. Instead, the correct basis has to be taken from the steady-state









states, since their phase relation is destroyed, but also under symmetry-breaking
conditions such as a B12 term or a magnetic field, the eigenstates of HCF are much more
prone to forming nonmagnetic linear combinations.
Two examples of the steady-state basis are compared with the spectrum ofHCF in fig. 4.12
for different bias voltages. A minute magnetic field of Bz “ 1ˆ 10´8 T was included in
the calculations, and the couplings11 amount to cts “ 3.4ˆ 106 meV´1 s´1, css “ 0. The
11The same notation as in section 4.4.2 is used.
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Figure 4.13.: Calculated dependence of ground state lifetimes on voltage. The life-
times span many orders of magnitude in this idealized scenario, the coupling pa-
rameters are cts “ 3.4ˆ 106 meV´1 s´1, css “ 0, and Bz “ 10´8 T. The low-energy
plateau for T=0.7 K is due to this minute field. Four different curves illustrate the
rapid decrease of lifetimes with increasing temperature.
influence of css on the spectrum was found to be weak, even when it is greater than cts.
In the idealized system with no symmetry-breaking except for the minute B-field men-
tioned before, the calculations showed that the lifetimes decrease exponentially with
higher bias voltage for V À E78 (see fig. 4.13) due to finite temperature (T “ 0.7 K).
Above that value, the lifetimes first decrease even faster but then saturate at roughly 9 mV
since all possible excitations can be reached, and thus all possible switching paths will be
taken. As was suggested already in the comment on the lifetime of the first excited state,
its value is not well known and could actually be significantly higher than the estimate
in eq. (4.1). This is true in the calculations as long as css “ 0. Therefore, the tunneling
electrons might find the adatom in its first excited state and even populate higher states,
which finally enables all excitations across the barrier once the system’s largest splitting
∆E67 “ E˘6 ´ E˘7 can be overcome. However, the low-voltage lifetimes are many or-
ders of magnitude too high (τ « 1020 s) since some important correction terms are still
missing. Furthermore, the temperature dependence is extremely strong in the idealized
calculation, which is in contrast to the findings in the previous section.
When considering the modulation voltage Vmod “ 0.8 mV one finds that effectively the
bias voltage is increased so that the lifetime curve is merely shifted towards lower volt-
ages. Also, adding a nonzero coupling to the bath electrons css hardly changes the com-
puted lifetimes; if it is significantly larger than cts the lifetimes are actually enhanced
(not shown). This is because now the relaxation from the first excited state back into
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Figure 4.14.: Comparison of experimental with calculated ground state lifetimes
when the tip’s spin-polarization η, a modulation voltage Vmod, a symmetry-breaking
operator O12 and an additional electronic broadening γ (see text) are included (but
still with Bz “ 10´8 T). Curves for two different temperatures (0.7 K and 1.4 K)
are shown. Similar lifetimes as from the experiment and even a lifetime asymmetry
can be obtained, only the voltage dependence does not yet agree perfectly.
the ground state induced by substrate electrons will inhibit further excitations to higher
states.
Only by including a symmetry-breaking B12 and adding an artificial electronic broaden-
ing γ of almost 1 mV, the ground state lifetimes from the bias-dependence experiment
(section 4.2.3) can be approached within one order of magnitude (see fig. 4.14). Further-
more, an asymmetry of the two ground state lifetimes is found due to the spin-transfer
torque effect (with moderate spin-polarization η “ 0.15). Still, it is not certain that only
this parameter set is suitable to achieve proper agreement with the experimental data.
Of course, also the lifetime dependence on magnetic field (in z-direction) was investigated
in the calculations. For the idealized system, already weak magnetic fields drastically
reduce the lifetimes by about ten orders of magnitude for less than 50 mT (from 1020 s
to 1010 s), and then a much slower decrease towards higher fields is found. Hence, the
experimental results can be qualitatively described with the quantum master equation if
a weak background field is assumed. However, when including the broadening γ and a
B12 of 4ˆ 10
´4 meV the already very short lifetimes (merely seconds) are enhanced with
higher fields. The interpretation in this case would be that the magnetic field partially
counteracts the mixing by O12 and helps to preserve states with finite 〈Jz〉. Whether this is
a likely scenario that is realized in the experimental situation is yet unclear.
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Like the rate equation approach before, also these quantum master equation calculations
suffer from the scarcity of experimental data for better determination or testing of the var-
ious parameters. However, this approach is anticipated to give more accurate predictions
than a classical rate equation calculation and may help to identify the interesting ranges
for experimentally variable parameters in order to further test the interpretation.
4.6. Miscellaneous
As a last topic, further magnetic interactions of a Ho adatom will briefly be discussed.
These interactions cover the hyperfine coupling to the atom’s nucleus, as well as indi-
rect interactions with surrounding magnetic structures, such as Co islands and other Ho
adatoms via the RKKY-mechanism. Furthermore, the symmetry considerations from the
simple CF Hamiltonian model are revisited and systematically applied to all other 4 f ele-
ments. This is done in order to identify other combinations of adatom and adsorption site
symmetry that would allow stable ground states similar to Ho on Pt(111).
4.6.1. RKKY Interaction
The RKKY interaction [46–48] is an indirect coupling of two magnetic moments, or of
one moment to an extended magnetic structure via the polarization of substrate electrons
at the Fermi edge. It is therefore a higher order process and involves at least two exchange-
like scattering events with the electron bath. Two studies of cobalt atoms on a Pt(111)
surface investigated the RKKY interaction between Co islands at the step edges to Co
atoms [42], and the coupling between pairs of atoms at different relative positions [49].
In the isotropic case, the interaction of two angular momenta ~S 1 and ~S 2 at a distance
d can be described as an exchange-like Hamiltonian with an oscillating and distance-
dependent coupling strength that leads to alternating ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
coupling:




The exponent D depends on the dimensionality of the system. For the case of two adatoms
this would give D “ 2; for the coupling of one atom to a Co island or stripe the expected
dimensionality is close to one, so that D « 1. Of course, in the latter case also one of the
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Figure 4.15.: Ground state octets forming due to the hyperfine interaction with A, B
as given in the text and Bz “ 10´8 T. The splitting is less than 200 µeV.
~S has to be replaced by an effective exchange field. In [49], the authors found that the
above Hamiltonian is only valid along the same direction, i.e., their results indicate that
the coupling J is also direction-dependent.
The consequences of RKKY interaction on the holmium case are rather limited, though.
As long as no external magnetic field is present, the protection from time-inversion sym-
metry still holds and forbids transitions between the ground states. For that reason, other
magnetic adatoms do not directly lead to higher transition rates. The matrix element
〈ΨM| Jz |ΨM〉, however, is nonzero for most M and thus the RKKY interaction can lead to
an energy shift of the levels.
4.6.2. Hyperfine Interaction
Holmium is known to have only one stable isotope (165Ho) with a nuclear spin of I “ 7{2,
which leads to eight different nuclear levels. Usually, the hyperfine interaction couples
nuclear and electronic total angular momentum, giving ~F “ ~J`~I which would result in a
half-integer F “ 23{2. If a quadrupole term is present the simplified12 Hamilton operator





















where A “ 3.3ˆ 10´3 meV and B “ ´6.89ˆ 10´3 meV [50] are the coupling strengths
for the dipolar and the quadrupolar contributions — though for the free, neutral atom. As
in the case of an exchange interaction, the dipole term can only cause a shift of the levels
but not lead to increased ground state transitions. The quadrupole term which contains
operators with J2˘I
2
¯ , however, can induce extra transitions. The matrix elements are
found to depend sensitively on the external magnetic field, though, which partially coun-
teracts the effect of the quadrupole term. The lowest two octets which are approximately
the |Ψ˘8
〉
b |Iz〉-states are shown in fig. 4.15.
Since the splitting due toHhfs is comparable to kBT , all states from the two lowest octets
are expected to be at least partially populated at 0.7 K. Therefore, all 16 states have to
be considered when studying the dynamics. Yet, the calculation of the matrix elements
only yields noteworthy values for transitions among the states with the same |ΨM〉 with
∆ 〈Fz〉 « 1. All other matrix elements are very small or nonzero only due to numerical
inaccuracies. Likewise, when the influence of magnetic field is calculated, the different
levels do not show any avoided crossing larger than „ 0.1 neV, which means that there is
no significant coupling between the ground state octets on both sides of the barrier.
Lastly, it is yet unclear whether the influence of the electron bath is strong enough to de-
couple nuclear and electronic angular momentum. Quantum master equation calculations
with hyperfine interaction are planned and likely to be carried out in the near future.
4.6.3. Prediction for Rare Earth Elements
Despite the difficulties regarding the calculations, the fundamental arguments of symmetry-
protected ground states were never weakened and still hold. For this reason, a step towards
a broader prediction based on the initially used concept of crystal field Hamiltonians may
be dared by analyzing all possibilities of rare-earth adatoms in various adsorption site
symmetries. From the discussion of magnetic adatoms so far and the desire to store
information in their magnetization, it should come as no surprise that in the following
only scenarios with out-of plane easy axis anisotropy will be assumed since two degen-
erate ground states with high xJzy are sought-after. Still, finding proper combinations
of substrate and element for which this assumption holds remains a nontrivial task. The
following discussion can, however, serve as a starting point for such considerations.
Table 4.1 presents the expected aptitude — or lack thereof — of stable magnetism in
the ground states. The available symmetries are limited to those relevant for adsorption
on surfaces13. It is found that promising systems are systematically outnumbered: Both
13It should not need any mention that a C1 symmetry is utterly unsuitable.
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twofold and fourfold symmetric sites cannot allow stable magnetic ground states for the
assumed 4 f configurations of rare-earth atoms. In these adsorption sites, adatoms will
either share the fate of the J “ 2 example from section 3.1.3, havingHCF couple the |˘J〉
to form a single nonmagnetic ground state, or the system is susceptible to Kondo-singlet
formation. Above the Kondo temperature TK scattering will still lead to magnetization
reversal since the ground state transitions are not forbidden.
Fortunately, there remain several promising combinations: The interesting systems can
thus be found in three- or sixfold symmetries. Systems with integer J can be stable up
to second-order processes, with the restriction that J must not be an integer multiple
of 3. In some half-integer systems even greater stability is predicted. These constel-
lations have the additional protection of Kramers theorem so that their spectrum must
be at least twofold degenerate, even when the spatial symmetry does not immediately
suggest this. Therefore, when 2J “ 3n, n P N, consecutive scattering with at least
three electrons is needed to reverse the magnetization. All other half-integer J should be
Kondo cases, but there are two exceptions — cerium and samarium in sixfold symmetric
sites — for a trivial reason: The constraints on the allowed Stevens operators limit HCF
so severely that no sixth-order terms appear (2J ă 6) and thus all eigenstates remain
pure Jz-eigenstates. In other words, no mixing occurs and there can be no ”tunneling of
magnetization” through the anisotropy barrier, it must be overcome completely by five
successive scattering events.
In conclusion, holmium on Pt(111) seems to be the most stable integer-J rare-earth sys-
tem, since the anisotropy barrier and therefore Eexc should be expected higher than for
the J “ 4 cases. For even greater stability, half-integer systems, and especially the 5/2-
systems in C6 should be investigated. Of course, all this presumes that such a system can
be implemented and that its properties are experimentally accessible.
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La3` Ce3` Pr3` Nd3` Pm3` S m3` Eu3` Gd3` Tb3` Dy3` Ho3` Er3` Tm3` Yb3`
J 0 5/2 4 9/2 4 5/2 0 7/2 6 15/2 8 15/2 6 7/2
C2 - K S K S K - K S K S K S K
C3 - K 2 3 2 K - K S 3 2 3 S K
C4 - K S K S K - K S K S K S K
C6 - 5 2 3 2 5 - K S 3 2 3 S K
Table 4.1.: Prediction of stability of the ground states of adatoms (3+) from the lan-
thanide elements in an adsorption site with given symmetry. It is assumed that they
exhibit an out-of plane easy axis, such that the ground states have maximum 〈Jz〉.
As before with Ho (and Gd), J is based on Hund’s rules. The letter K marks the
Kondo-case, an S indicates a non-magnetic singlet ground state, and the numbers
2, 3, 5 signify the lowest-order electron scattering process that can lead to magne-
tization reversal. Note that for J “ 0 no prediction can be made, since from the
4 f -shells L and S are nonexistent or expected to cancel.
4.7. Open Questions
Alternative Interpretations of Experimental Data
Scanning tunneling spectroscopy techniques can usually only determine excitation ener-
gies and probabilities. The identification of the nature of the inelastic signatures in the
curves must rely on additional information from experiments with varied parameters or
from theoretical considerations. According to the ab initio calculations for Ho/Pt(111),
the adatoms should exhibit a vibration mode with an energy of „5 meV. This excitation
could in principle lead to a very similar dip-peak signature in d2I{dV2 measurements. Its
energy should remain unaffected by an external magnetic field, as is also briefly discussed
in the next paragraphs, which can be used to confirm or exclude this type of excitation.
Furthermore, spin excitations could in principle also show different inelastic intensities in
positive and negative bias polarity if a spin-polarized tip is used [34, 44]. However, since
both ITS and sp-STM are experimentally challenging techniques, they are rarely used in
a combined fashion and the expected success rate is not very high. Already scheduled
ITS experiments with magnetic field should therefore be sufficient to distinguish between
vibrational and spin excitations.
An STM study on adatoms from the lanthanides (La and Ce) by Pivetta et al. [51] ob-
served different topographic appearance upon the co-adsorption of hydrogen. Also the
spectroscopic signature changed around zero bias, showing a broad excitation-like step in
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the differential conductance. This was attributed to vibrations of the adatom with one hy-
drogen atom sitting ”below” the adsorption site. Hence the question arises if the observed
ITS signal and switching behavior of holmium could originate from such ”hydrogen-
poisoning”. In contrast to the experiments by Pivetta et al. no such topographic contrast
was ever observed in the Ho/Pt(111) experiments. Moreover, the magnetic fields used in
the lifetime dependence measurements (section 4.2.2) are by far too weak to have such
a marked influence on the switching time of conformational changes. Thus, all kinds of
vibrational excitations can be considered highly improbable.
Conflicting XAS/XMCD Experiments
In a recent experiment by Donati et al. [52] Ho adatoms on Pt(111) were studied with
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray circular magnetic dichroism (XMCD).
Their experiments could confirm the ground state multiplet as J “ 8, however, further
multiplet calculations did not lead to a similar anisotropy barrier as in the case presented
in this thesis. Rather, the best fit to their experimental results was obtained with an
anisotropy that has its minima at the |Ψ˘6
〉
states. In the absence of decoherence this
would again lead to a symmetric and antisymmetric linear combination and result in a
single nonmagnetic ground state. Furthermore, magnetization curves did not reveal any
hysteretic behavior which is why the authors express their doubts about the long lifetimes
of the ground states.
This discrepancy between the experiment by Donati et al. and the combined experimental
and theoretical study presented in this thesis cannot be resolved, yet. A measurement of
the Zeeman effect on the transition energy to the first excited state should reveal |xJzy|
of the ground states. From theory, a Zeeman shift of 72 µeV T´1 is expected, so that
the measurements need good energy resolution and high fields. Although the JT-STM
has a 3 T coil, the current implementation has some weaknesses, so that its maximum
field has been limited to only „1.6 T. The new d-STM reaches lower temperatures as
well as higher fields and thus should allow to measure this effect — the measurements
are currently under preparation and are going to be carried out in the near future. If the
calculations of Donati et al. are correct then actually two excitations should be observed:
from |Ψ〉˘6 to |Ψ〉˘5 or |Ψ〉˘7. Furthermore, the effect of magnetic field would shift them
in opposite directions.
A second issue concerns the averaging character of XAS/XMCD — most probably, Do-
nati et al. measured the average response of adatoms in fcc and hcp positions in an ex-
tended area as both adsorption sites should be populated. Since the ab initio calculations
predict different anisotropy constants for the hcp site, their multiplet calculations cannot
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necessarily unite both adsorption sites and still accurately describe the fcc case. Again,
highly resolved ITS measurements of both species could help to explain the discrepancy,
since improved ITS measurements on hcp adatoms will allow to assess the ab initio CF
parameters. For the time being, the good agreement of the fcc case leads to the expectation







Besides the holmium investigations, two other experiments to measure spin excitations in
single adatoms were conducted. The first project was inspired by the Ho findings, since
again a 4 f element, cerium (Ce), was the material of choice. Although the surface was
an insulating copper nitride on Cu(100) layer that does not offer one of the promising
symmetries for stable magnetic moments, this project can be seen as another test of the
accessibility of the magnetic properties of 4 f adatoms with STM. In another experiment,
cobalt (Co) was investigated on an insulating film of copper nitride on the anisotropic
Cu(110) surface. Here, the goal was to find magnetic excitations in single atoms and
subsequently investigate the excitation spectrum of self-assembled chains. Since both
systems involve a different substrate than before, a brief description of the surfaces will
be given in the respective sections.
5.1. Cerium on Copper Nitride
Cu2N on Cu(100) and Adsorption Sites
Already the first observation of spin excitations with STM [6] was achieved on an insu-
lating Al2O3 layer on a metallic substrate. Subsequently, more such measurements were
published (e.g., [38, 39, 44, 53, 54]), albeit with a thin, one-atomic layer of copper nitride
(Cu2N) on Cu(100) which has become one of the standard materials for the search of spin
excitations in atomic-scale adsorbates.
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Figure 5.1.: (a) Topography of partial and (b) full coverage of the Cu(100) surface
with copper nitride. Both surfaces are already decorated by adatoms and clus-
ters, visible as bright round protrusions. (c) Atomically resolved image of the
Cu2N surface and (d) schematic drawing of the adsorption sites of adatoms on
Cu2N/Cu(100): The nitrogen sites are marked in blue, and the three high-symmetry
sites are indicated in green. The letters ”B”, ”T”, and ”H” denote the bridge
position, top, and fourfold hollow site.
This surface was investigated prior to the above measurements for the first time by Leiblse
et al. [55, 56] in the 1990s. Depending on the sample preparation, either – at low cov-
erages – copper nitride islands of roughly 5 ˆ 5 nm2 form, arranged in an approximately
rectangular grid, or the copper surface is completely covered with a Cu2N overlayer which
reduces its slight lattice mismatch by forming long trenches along the t011u directions.
Both structures are depicted in fig. 5.1. The islands in fig. 5.1(a) appear as depressions in
the topography since the LDOS is higher in copper.
Referring to the surface unit cell of bare copper, Cu2N grows in a c(2 ˆ 2)-structure,
with nitrogen occupying every other fourfold hollow site between the copper atoms. The
nitrogen positions can be determined by atomically resolved imaging which shows the
atoms as small protrusions (see fig. 5.1(c)). Single atoms from the transition metals
(e.g., [38, 39]) were found to adsorb on this structure mostly in the ”bridge” positions
(fig. 5.1(d)). So far, no studies reported on the adsorption site of rare earth atoms on
Cu2N. Yet, data of Schuh [10] suggest that holmium can be found in the ”top” position.
Whether this can be generalized to all 4f elements remains to be seen. For the case of
cerium, the adsorption site(s) had to be identified since it determines the structure ofHCF:
The bridge position exhibits a C2v symmetry, whereas the two other possible adsorption
sites – the top position and the fourfold-hollow site – both possess a C4v symmetry.
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Spectroscopy of Cerium on surfaces
Cerium single atoms were first studied with STM on a Ag(111) surface [37] where a
Kondo resonance at the Fermi level was found. However, subsequent studies with Ce on
Ag(100), Cu(100) and even Cu2N/Cu(100) did not reveal any Kondo-like features in the
conductance spectra1 [57, 58]. Rather the appearance of pseudo-Kondo resonances due
to the presence of hydrogen was reported [58], casting doubts on the original findings.
Moreover, Ce atoms were found to be very mobile on the metallic surfaces even at low
temperatures of À 10 K [59]. Hence it is uncertain whether actual Ce single atoms were
investigated in the first experiments. Due to these uncertainties and the desire to study
spin excitations in cerium single atoms, a new series of measurements of Ce atoms on the



























































Figure 5.2.: (a) The topography reveals two different species of Ce atoms with an
apparent height of „ 220 pm (type I) and „ 300 pm (type II); V “ 200 mV, I “
50 pA. The red and blue lines correspond to the curves in the cross-section plot (b).
(c) The spectra of type I and II differ considerably: type I shows three excitations
at „ 2, 10, and 36 meV, while type II hardly shows any excitation. Experimental
parameters: T=880 mK, I=2 nA at 90 mV, Vmod “ 0.8 mV, ~B “ 0.
After deposition of Ce to the surface mainly two species of atomic-sized adsorbates
(which will be called type I/II below) were found with different heights, as is shown
in fig. 5.2(a) and (b). Furthermore, the two types were also found to exhibit different tun-
neling spectra (see fig. 5.2(c)). Although these are not high-quality spectra they clearly
1Although experiments for Ce on Cu2N/Cu(100) are mentioned in [57], a publication of neither qualitative
nor quantitative results could be found.
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Figure 5.3.: The spectra covering a larger bias range show only one very weak hint
of an excitation at„ 282 meV (arrow) in addition to the already known low-energy
excitations. The plot shows spectra after (anti-)symmetrization. Experimental pa-
rameters: T=840 mK, I=5 nA at 300 mV, Vmod “ 1.2 mV, ~B “ 0.
illustrate the presence of excitations in only one adsorbate type. No qualitative difference
could be found between type II spectra and those taken on Cu2N (not shown). Type I ad-
sorbates show three distinct excitations at „ 2, 10, and 36 meV, clearly identified as dip-
peak pairs in the d2I{dV2 curves and as conductance steps, slightly obscured by noise, in
the dI{dV spectra. The results of higher quality spectroscopy measurements are presented
and discussed below.
After finding these excitations, subsequent measurements mostly focused on type I adsor-
bates, in order to obtain higher-resolution spectra, investigate a potential magnetic field
dependence of the excitations, and reveal their adsorption site. Prior to that, some spectra
with a wider bias range (˘300 mV) were taken in order not to miss any possible higher
excitations. The spectra shown in fig. 5.3 were subject to (anti-)symmetrization in order
to improve the signal quality of common features at positive and negative bias polar-
ity. Besides the three low-energy excitations, another faint conductance step is visible at
„ 282 mV, just below the upper voltage limit of the spectrum. A corresponding peak
can be found in the d2I{dV2 curve, barely strong enough to be distinguished from the
noise in the spectrum. As a preliminary interpretation, this excitation is assumed to be
a transition to the next multiplet, as for several Ce oxidation states such excitations oc-
cur between 270 meV and 300 meV [50]. An exact conclusion cannot be drawn, yet, but
further measurements should allow to identify the observed transition.
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Spectra taken with better resolution than shown before were fitted to extract the excitation
energies. This was done for measurements at B=0 and B=1 T. The results are summa-
rized in fig. 5.4. A shift of a few hundred microvolts towards higher energies is found for
all three peaks at B=1 T. While the 95 % confidence interval for ∆E2 is larger than the
value itself, the shifts ∆E1 and ∆E3 can be considered statistically significant. For mag-
netic excitations, however, the observed shifts are rather large. In order to identify the
corresponding transitions, more data points at different fields would be needed to study
the progression of ∆EpBzq. Unfortunately, only these two spectra could be taken, and






































Figure 5.4.: Inelastic spectra and fitted Gaussians to determine the excitation en-
ergies at B=0 T and B=1 T. All energies are given in meV. The spectra at are
vertically offset for clarity. Experimental parameters: T « 0.9 K, I=1.5 nA at
45 mV, Vmod “ 0.6 mV, 3.07 kHz.
Since, at least until now, no results on magnetic properties of cerium single atoms on
Cu2N/Cu(100) have been reported, the oxidation state and consequently J are also un-
known. Nevertheless, some of the above results may be used as arguments for reasonable
speculation. For several transition metals on this substrate it is known that those atoms
release their two s-electrons (e.g., [38]) but keep the d-shell as in the free atom. Adapting
this behavior for cerium results in a +2 oxidation state. This state has a configuration of
[Xe]4f2, according to [50], i.e., the 5d-electron is transferred to the f -orbitals. Thus, using
Hund’s rules yields L “ 5, S “ 1, and J “ 4 with gJ “ 0.8. With these properties it is
easy to explain three excitations in a C2v{4v symmetry due to the mixing operators inHCF.
The resulting eigenstates would be non-magnetic since they would have 〈Jz〉 « 0.
Two arguments oppose this scenario: First, if the observed excitation at „280 meV is
interpreted as a transition to the second lowest multiplet, then the 3H4 Ñ 3H5 transition of
the Ce2` ion does not fit to the measured energy. This transition is expected approximately
100 meV lower than the observed one. Second, according to [60] the +2 oxidation state
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Figure 5.5.: Schematic of theHCF-spectrum for the two possible scenarios in Ce3` if
only two of the measured excitations have a magnetic origin. The crystal field pa-
rameters B02{4 were chosen such that the excitation energies E1 and E2 correspond
to the indicated transitions.
is very rarely found and only in very specific solids2. It seems questionable whether Ce is
present in this configuration on this particular surface.
In contrast, if one assumes the typical lanthanide behavior in compounds, the +3 oxidation
state could be hypothesized. This state has a [Xe]4f1 configuration, leading to a 2F5{2
ground state multiplet and gJ “ 6{7; the transition to 2F7{2 lies at 279 meV [50] and
agrees very well with the measured spectrum. However, for a J “ 5{2 system in C2v{4v it
is impossible to obtain three excitations within the same multiplet for B=0. If the adatoms
are actually Ce3`, then at least one of the low-energy excitations must be of non-magnetic
origin. Since excitations at very low energies, i.e., directly at the Fermi level, appear rather
frequently3, one could tentatively exclude the measured excitation (3) from the analysis




to allow for two excitations of approximately equal intensity. Assuming a C2v








then mostly depend on the parameters B02
and B04 which may be inferred from a fit to the measured excitation energies. Setting
Bmn “ 0 for all m ‰ 0 then yields the results presented in fig. 5.5.
2([60], chapter XXXV: ”Die Lanthanoide”, pg. 1939)
3see, e.g., the type II spectrum in fig. 5.2 which is virtually identical to the CuN spectrum and exhibits an
excitation-like feature around V=0.
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Figure 5.6.: Determination of the adsorption site. In atomically resolved images the
Cu2N grid is drawn as an overlay. The adsorption site is then chosen as the lattice
point that is closest to the (estimated) geometric center of the adsorbate. While in
(a) the bridge position is found for a „200 pm high adsorbate, the positions in (b)
are slightly more difficult to determine. The adsorbate i) which is „300 pm high
does not match the lattice very well but the highest region tends more towards the
top site. The unknown adsorbate ii) above the center (height: „260 pm) seems to
occupy a fourfold hollow site.
In principle, some additional information could be extracted from the spectra in fig. 5.4,
such as changes in intensity and width of the dips and peaks with magnetic field, to get
an estimate of the crystal field parameters with m ‰ 0. Unfortunately, this information
is hardly usable here: Either the values of a dip-peak pair do not agree very well or their
behavior with magnetic field is inconsistent, e.g., one of them becoming narrower while at
the same time the other becomes wider, both veering away from their previously matching
values. The full set of fit parameters can be found in appendix A.
Adsorption Site
Lastly, the analysis to determine the adsorption site will briefly be presented. As was
mentioned earlier, mainly two species of adsorbates were found on the surface, and it
was hypothesized that they occupy different adsorption sites. The connection between
spectra and adsorption site, however, can only be drawn indirectly since the tip conditions
during spectroscopy did not allow atomically resolved imaging and vice versa. Hence,
the mapping between the sites and occurrence of spectral features had to be done using
the measured height of the adsorbates.
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Figure 5.6 shows the determination of the adsorption site of three objects on the surface
that are supposed to be cerium adatoms. Two of them match the adsorbates discussed
above, regarding width and height (see fig. 5.2). The 200 pm high adsorbates (fig. 5.6(a))
are identified with the type I adatoms from above, although no concluding spectra could be
taken on this particular adsorbate. The topography images suggest a bridge position (”B”)
for this adsorbate type. Likewise the „300 pm adsorbate marked with ”i)” in fig. 5.6(b) is
assumed to represent type II adatoms, which seem to occupy a top site (”T”). However, the
adsorption site determination is less clear in this case, and also for a third adsorbate type
labeled ”ii)” with intermediate height. This one apparently occupies a fourfold hollow site
(”H”), but it was not investigated any further since this type was observed only rarely.
The different adsorption sites may already explain the different apparent height, or they
could hint at a different electronic configuration, since adatoms differing in their oxidation
state might favor different positions on the surface. Due to the fact that so far the exper-
iments never worked perfectly, a concluding statement about the nature of the different
adsorbates cannot be given, yet. Nevertheless it is believed that with the help of support-
ing calculations and additional measurements focusing on differences in electronic and
magnetic behavior, the properties of cerium adatoms on the copper nitride surface can be
uncovered.
5.2. Cobalt on Copper Nitride
Although the measurements of magnetic adatoms and clusters on Cu2N/Cu(100) can be
considered quite a breakthrough to reveal spin excitations due to the high signal intensity,
the (100)-surface does not support, e.g., self-assembled linear structures. Short antiferro-
magnetic [53] as well as ferromagnetic chains [61] of transition metal adatoms (Mn and
Fe, respectively) on Cu2N/Cu(100) were studied but had to be built by atomic manipu-
lation. In contrast, a bottom-up approach resulting in one-dimensional structures could
possibly be achieved by using anisotropic substrates. Typically, a (110)-surface has dif-
ferent diffusion coefficients along the two main symmetry directions ([001] and [110])
and should thus lead to formation of stripes or chains of adsorbates4.
Aside from a general interest in quasi one-dimensional magnetic systems for fundamental
research, magnetic nanostructures have become more and more interesting for nano-sized
functionality or future spintronics applications. Therefore, studying self-assembling mag-
netic structures on surfaces similar to the acclaimed Cu2N/Cu(100) seems like an obvious
4at least as long as they stay on the surface.
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next step. A few studies with transition metal elements on Cu2N/Cu(110) were published
in the last 15 years [62–64], though the low-energy range (few tens of meV) was never
investigated in detail.
In this work, first single cobalt atoms on Cu2N/Cu(110) were investigated regarding their
spin excitations. Then the experiments were extended to self-assembled Co chains, hop-
ing to reveal collective magnetic excitations.
Cu2N on Cu(110)
In contrast to the (100) surface, copper nitride on Cu(110) has received only limited atten-
tion from STM studies in the past twenty years. Possibly this is due to its more complex
structure compared to that of the Cu(100) surface, showing a strong coverage dependence
[65]. Figure 5.7 shows the topography of the clean Cu2N/Cu(110) surface. On a large
scale, flat terraces can be observed covered with long parallel stripes of „0.8 nm width
(see fig. 5.7(a)), constituting a 2ˆ3 structure. On the atomic scale, irregularities of those
stripes can be resolved. The basic structure resembles links of a chain in the topography
but occasionally the ”hole” sites are occupied by a nitrogen atom, shown in fig. 5.7(b). A
full coverage of nitrogen leads to all of these sites being occupied. A detailed description
can be found, e.g., in [63].
Cobalt Single Atoms
As with almost every deposition, also the behavior of cobalt on copper nitride is sensitive
to the substrate temperature. At room temperature and above, diffusion occurs mainly
along the [110] direction, leading to chain formation [62, 64]. In order to obtain single
atoms from a deposition, the substrate has to be sufficiently cold. The JT-STM does not
offer to cool the manipulator, so as a workaround the Cu2N/Cu(110)-sample was taken
from the cold STM and transfered quickly into the preparation chamber where the depo-
sition took place5. The temperature of the sample could not be measured, however the
resulting adsorbates indicate that no significant diffusion occurred (see fig. 5.7(c)).
Unfortunately, the Co evaporator was never found to be perfectly clean despite repeated
degassing cycles so that some of the adsorbates are assumed to be contaminations. This
fact also degraded tip conditions since some adsorbates could be picked up easily by the
tip. Usually this impaired taking atomically resolved images so that a statement about the
5The evaporator at the STM chamber that points directly at the sample was occupied at that time with a
different material.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.7.: Surface of the copper nitride covered Cu(110) crystal. Long narrow
stripes form along the [110] direction, partially decorated with additional nitrogen
atoms. The close-up (b) shows the irregular occupation of the top sites on a stripe
in more detail, as well as an additional short chain above the topmost layer. These
occur rarely but they can complicate the proper identification of adsorbate chains
vs. Cu2N structures, especially with less-than optimal tips. (c) shows an overview
of the Cu2N/Cu(110) surface after deposition of Co onto a cold substrate. Several
adsorbates of atomic size are visible.
adsorption site cannot be made. Furthermore, the identification of Co adatoms was com-
plicated by the fact that almost every adatom showed varying apparent heights between
190 pm and 260 pm. However, due to the size of the surface unit cell and irregularities in
the Cu2N structure, a multitude of different adsorption sites can be expected that might
lead to a varying apparent height of otherwise identical adsorbates. Figure 5.8(a) shows
several adsorbates that all differ slightly in height and shape.
The results of spectroscopy measurements are presented in fig. 5.8(b). While the adsor-
bate B in the center and the substrate6 did not show anything of interest in the spectra
the one marked with A exhibits two strong pairs of conductance steps and corresponding
dip-peak pairs of high intensity in the d2I{dV2 curve.
The excitation with higher energy could easily be resolved, the lower-energy excitation
signatures, in contrast, overlap at zero bias and make it difficult to reliably determine the
excitation energy, intensity, and level broadening. By fitting Gaussians to the spectra the
excitation energies were found to be E1 “ 0.4 ˘ 0.1 meV and E2 “ 4.26 ˘ 0.02 meV,
however, since the energy resolution at T “ 880 mK and Vmod “ 150 µeV is approx-
6or, in fact, any other adsorbate in the image
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Figure 5.8.: Close-up (a) of adsorbates that were studied with spectroscopy tech-
niques. The short, blurry ”tail” at each adsorbate is merely due to the tip. First
and second derivative spectra (b) were taken on copper nitride (red arrow) as well
as on two different adsorbates (black, blue). Except for adsorbate A none of the ad-
sorbates exhibited any excitation features in the spectra. Experimental parameters
were T « 880 mK, I “ 1 nA, V “ 12 mV, Vmod “ 150 µV, B=0.
imately 0.5 meV and thus larger than E1 this energy can only be considered an upper
limit for that particular excitation. Similarly, an estimate for the excitation cross section
suffers from a reduced accuracy since the zero-bias conductance cannot be determined
unambiguously due to the limited energy resolution. Nevertheless, using the measured
value yields that excitation 1 has a probability roughly equal to the elastic process, i.e.,
the conductance rises by „ 100 %, whereas excitation 2 leads to an even higher increase
of „160 %. Again, both values have to be considered as lower bounds.
Within the limits of what the JT-STM could allow, the dependence of the excitations on
an external Bz field was studied. Spectra were taken at 1 T and 1.5 T and the excitation
energies were determined in the same way as before. The result of the fitting proce-
dures is presented in fig. 5.9 where the energies of both excitations are plotted. While the
lower energy excitation does not show a clear Zeeman shift, the higher one does. Surpris-
ingly, E2p1Tq is found to be „450 µeV smaller than without field, but at 1.5 T it is again
approaching its zero-field value. Quantitatively, however, the shift of E2 is quite large
compared to the value of 57.9 µeV T´1 for one µB and would imply a very large magnetic
moment.
The interpretation in terms of eigenstates of a crystal field Hamiltonian is difficult, though:
On the one hand, since the rotational symmetry of the (110) surface is lower than in the
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Figure 5.9.: Observed Zeeman shift of the excitation energies E1{2. The lower energy
shift is not significant, the shift of E2 however is surprisingly strong at 1 T and is
then reduced at higher field. Experimental conditions were as in fig. 5.8(b) except
for T. The temperature was 915 mK at 1 T and 965 mK at 1.5 T, though there is no
guarantee that the temperature sensor is immune to the magnetic field.
(100), case the symmetry of the adsorption site can safely be assumed as C2v or less. An
accidentally occurring fourfold symmetric site seems highly improbable. On the other
hand, for the particular system of Co adatoms on Cu2N/Cu(110) no further information
is available about the magnetic properties, such as spin and orbital angular momentum.
The similar system Co on Cu2N/Cu(100) is assumed to have S “ 3{2 [39]7 but this is not
necessarily true for the (110) surface. Furthermore, some non-zero orbital moment must
exist since otherwise no magnetic anisotropy could emerge from the crystal field. Lastly,
it is impossible to obtain two excitations for a J “ 3{2 system with ~B “ 0, which means
that either the Co adatom must have a different, presumably integer, spin or total angular
momentum, or one of the two excitations is not of magnetic origin. Therefore, a con-
clusive statement cannot be given at this stage – more experiments need to be conducted
in order to clarify the field dependence of the excitations and to find out the adsorption
site(s).
Cobalt Chains
In a 2014 study Fe adatoms on Cu2N/Cu(100) were assembled into chains of five and
six atoms and their excitation spectrum was resolved depending on the position along the
7and exhibits a Kondo resonance depending on the position of the adatom with respect to the boundaries
of the Cu2N-islands [35] which was not seen at all in the experiments presented here.
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Figure 5.10.: Formation of Co chains on the Cu2N/Cu(110) surface after deposition
at elevated temperatures. The chains are approximately 1 nm wide and several
nanometers long; at higher Co dosage, longer chains and an increased chain den-
sity could be observed.
chain [61]. In contrast to single atom spectroscopy the excitations in these chains are the
elementary collective excitations, i.e., magnons, that emerge due to exchange coupling
between the atoms. An investigation comparable to that study was one of the goals for
the experiments on the Cu2N/Cu(110) surface in this thesis.
Hence, after finding spectroscopic features that strongly resemble magnetic excitations
in single adatoms, self-assembled Co-chains were studied on this surface. For this, the
deposition procedure was changed: more material (though still less than a monolayer) was
deposited while the substrate temperature was roughly 50 ˝C to 80 ˝C. An example of the
resulting topography is shown in fig. 5.10, where three cobalt chains of 5 to 10 nm length
can be seen. This is qualitatively similar to the previously reported growth of Co and other
transition metals on this surface [62–64]. The Co coverage is obviously rather low so that
these chains can be considered isolated, i.e., presumably not interacting. A detailed model
for the atomic arrangement in similar Fe chains is described in [63]. Essentially, each
chain is made up of five parallel one-atomic rows, but not all atomic adsorption sites are
equivalent. If this arrangement is assumed for Co chains as well, a multitude of discrete
magnon modes must be expected that could be difficult to resolve spectroscopically when
taking finite magnon lifetimes into account. However, it was not possible during the
repeated measurements to obtain atomically resolved topography images of these chains
so that a clear confirmation of the atomic structure could not yet be achieved.
Moreover, the measurements could not repeat the clear findings from the single atom case.
Chains of different lengths – from 3 nm to 10 nm – were investigated with first and second
derivative spectroscopy. However, no excitations could be found, in fact, the spectra taken
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on Co chains did not reveal any systematic deviation from those obtained on the Cu2N
substrate, neither at low bias voltages nor up to 200 mV. Therefore, possible follow-up
investigations with varying magnetic field were not performed.
Among the hypothetical explanations for this behavior one could name the already men-
tioned fact that the cleanliness of the Co evaporator was not optimal so that the observed
chains may have contained too many impurities. Another reason, however, could be a
similar finding for monatomic chains on Cu2N/Cu(100) [66]: There, excitations could
only be observed in the outermost atoms; all other atoms in the chain did not show any
typical signatures. This was explained by a geometric rearrangement and a stronger in-
corporation of the Co atoms into the Cu2N structure, leading to an altered filling of the
d-orbitals that effectively inhibits spin excitations and partially suppresses orbital exci-
tations by tunneling electrons. Whether this happens also on the Cu2N/Cu(110) surface
could not yet be investigated, but this scenario could certainly motivate some clarifying





The present thesis focused on the investigation of various magnetic properties of single
adatoms. One of the fundamental motivations behind this research area is the desire to,
one day, use single magnetic atoms as memory. In contrast to other single atom studies
before, the system of holmium atoms on Pt(111) seemed like a promising candidate to
uncover the principles that either allow or prevent stable spins. Thus, the goal was to
continue the investigation of this system in order to confirm and advance the results of
surprisingly long lifetimes of the atom’s spin, previously reported by Schuh et al.
For this purpose, scanning tunneling microscopy and the related spectroscopy capabilities
were used to study spin excitations and, more importantly, the dynamics of the magnetic
ground states by means of spin-polarized STM. In the focus of the experiments was the
investigation of the lifetime dependencies on various parameters, first and foremost of
an external magnetic field, but also tunneling voltage, temperature, and tunneling cur-
rent. Although the experiments turned out to be extremely challenging due to the usage
of difficult-to-handle antiferromagnetic tips and partially operating the STM close to its
performance limits, finally a sufficiently convincing series of experiments could be con-
ducted. The most important result is the confirmation of magnetic switching between two
states with long lifetimes, unprecedented in single atoms on metallic surfaces.
Since the magnetic properties of holmium atoms originate from the 4 f shell, a theoretical
description with a crystal field Hamiltonian, expressed in terms of Stevens operators is
appropriate. This is in contrast to the commonly studied transition metal adatoms where
the orbital momentum of the 3d shell is usually quenched and does not contribute to the
magnetic properties. The investigation of the Hamiltonian’s spectrum and the subsequent
comparison with experimental results was made possible by ab-initio calculations from
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the collaborating group at MPI Halle. Especially, these calculations justified the empir-
ically motivated assumption that Ho adatoms on Pt(111) are in their 3+ oxidation state,
establishing a 5I8 ground state multiplet according to Hund’s rules. Thus it could be con-
firmed that the very fortunate combination of a threefold symmetric adsorption site with
the properties of the 4 f shell is realized in this system. The two fundamental ingredients
for the observed stability are the formation of two degenerate ground states by the crys-
tal field and their protection from single-electron induced magnetization reversal due to
time-inversion symmetry.
Furthermore, the ab-initio calculations enabled the evaluation of a quantitative descrip-
tion with two master equation approaches — one classical, one quantum — by provid-
ing the anisotropy constants. These efforts faced substantial difficulties that are not yet
completely resolved due to the many available parameters but only a comparably scarce
amount of experimental results. Nevertheless, with the newer quantum master equation
calculations, it is believed that an appropriate quantitative description can be obtained,
which will also help to identify the most lucrative measurements in order to determine
more and more of the model parameters. Meanwhile, new experiments to complement
the existing results are planned and will hopefully be carried out in the near future.
Motivated by the Ho on Pt(111) results, a prediction for the other 4 f elements was made,
identifying several other highly interesting combinations of adatom and adsorption site
symmetry. Among them, the particularly interesting systems of adatoms with J “ 5{2 in
sixfold symmetric sites should be thoroughly investigated.
Two other projects on magnetism of single adatoms were started during this work: In-
spired by the holmium findings, cerium adatoms on the widely-used Cu2N/Cu(100) sur-
face were investigated, revealing two species of adatoms with different apparent height
and different excitation spectra. Although a final statement about the origin of the differ-
ences cannot be given, yet, it is speculated that the oxidation state or the adsorption site
— or a combination of both — may play an important role. Further investigations are
strongly encouraged.
The findings on cobalt single atoms on the Cu2N/Cu(110) surface also require further
experiments. There as well, the origin of the observed excitation spectrum is not yet
fully understood. A proper determination of the adsorption site, as well as conclusive
experiments studying the magnetic field dependence of the excitations would be the
high-priority goals when reinvestigating this system. The discovery of apparently non-
magnetic self-assembled cobalt chains on this surface does not immediately call for a
renewed investigation. Of course, the experimental determination of the atomic struc-
ture, supported by calculations, would certainly help to explain the findings. However,
following the initial motivation to explicitly study excitations in self-assembled magnetic
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chains would suggest finding other combinations of adsorbate and substrate that permit
the investigation of such structures.
Lastly, one part of this work was dedicated to the task of completing the research group’s
newest piece of experimental equipment (the ”d-STM”) by designing and manufacturing
a custom superconducting coil. The incentive lies in the desire to enable (among others)
all the above-mentioned experiments that need to apply high magnetic fields in order
to study spin excitations. Although the coil did not achieve its full theoretical potential
during the two test runs, it can be considered a successful construction, yielding many
valuable lessons for future projects. With a proper safety margin, out-of plane oriented
magnetic fields of up to 6 T should be applicable in the new setup.
In conclusion, it is probably fair to state that the understanding of the holmium case
has been significantly advanced, although many open questions still remain. With the
two additional adatom studies just begun and a newer, better STM available with lower
temperatures and higher fields, many interesting results on single magnetic adatoms can
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These rules are a set of empirical results or instructions to describe how to determine the
total angular momentum characteristics of the ground state multiplet of a multi-electron
system with a partially filled subshell. They can be found in standard textbooks on quan-
tum mechanics or atomic physics in several different formulations.
• Completely filled subshells have L “ 0 and S “ 0 and thus do not contribute to J.
• The lowest multiplet has maximum S .
• Of the remaining possible constellations, the one with maximum L has the lowest
energy.
• Finally, these two quantities combine to form J: for less than half-filled subshells,
J “ |L´ S |, otherwise J “ L` S .
Anisotropy and Adsorption Site Symmetry
Stevens Operators
This is a selection of Stevens operators Omn that are in some way relevant for this thesis.
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C1 ` ‚ ‚ ` ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ` ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚
C1vpCsq ` ˝ ˝ ` ˝ ˝ ˝ ˝ ` ˝ ˝ ˝ ˝ ˝ ˝
C2 ` ‚ ` ‚ ‚ ` ‚ ‚ ‚
C2v ` ˝ ` ˝ ˝ ` ˝ ˝ ˝
C3 ` ` ‚ ` ‚ ‚
C3v ` ` ˝ ` ˝ ˝
C4 ` ` ‚ ` ‚
C4v ` ` ˝ ` ˝
C6 ` ` ` ‚
C6v ` ` ` ˝
Table A.1.: This table lists the coefficients Bmn for the corresponding operators that
can appear in a given point symmetry on a surface. The symbol ‚ means that
both B and B̃ are nonzero, ˝ indicates that one of them can vanish (through choice
of coordinate system). Finally, ` signifies that the corresponding operator will
always be present, given that the constraints of n ď 2J or n ď 2` allow it, of
course.
Correct Lifetime Estimation from ITS Curves
In a simple description, the total width of a peak (dip) in an ITS curve can be accounted
for by approximating the respective broadening due to modulation voltage, temperature,
and finite lifetimes with Gaussian curves, as was done in eq. (2.8). When Vmod and T are






If a more realistic approach is used, the line shape of the excitation must be described by
a Lorentzian curve. Furthermore, the actual distributions φ and χ due to modulation and
temperature must be used [19]. Previously, the computationally intensive convolution
of the three functions could be avoided; now it needs to be evaluated when fitting the
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resulting curve to a ITS curve, though. Typically, this gives a narrower linewidth for
the Lorentzian than the simpler Gaussian approach, and thus the estimated lifetimes are
longer.
With β “ 1{kBT and x “ eV , the used functions read:
f px, x0,Γq “
1
px´ x0q2 ` Γ2{4
(A.5)
φpxq “ βeβx





p2peVmodq2 ´ x2q3{2 , |x| ă
?
2eVmod








Aip f pxi,Γiq ˚ φ ˚ χqpxq, (A.8)
where ˚ denotes a convolution and Ai is a fitting amplitude for the ith peak or dip which
is centered at xi. If the spectra allow, one can also attempt to fit a dip-peak pair with
a common set of parameters (˘xi,˘Ai,Γi). Additionally, a linear background term may
sometimes be necessary to account for a tilt and vertical offset of the spectrum, but the
resulting fit parameters do not yield any physical quantities and are thus omitted in the
above discussion.
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Fit Parameters for Ce on Cu2NCu(100)
Here, the full set of fit parameters from the spectroscopy experiments with magnetic field
as described in section 5.1 will be presented. Instead of using the elaborate procedure




































Figure A.1.: Enlarged version of the spectra in fig. 5.4, with additional labels (1-6)
to denote all features in the recorded curves. In section 5.1 the fitted values for the
pairs 1-6, 2-5 and 3-4 were averaged.
B=0 T B=1 T
E σE A σA Γ σΓ E σE A σA Γ σΓ
(1) 35.73 0.05 28.2 0.2 1.2 0.1 36.28 0.05 54.1 0.4 1.4 0.1
(2) 9.41 0.08 34.4 0.3 1.8 0.2 9.7 0.1 79.1 0.6 2.8 0.2
(3) 2.2 0.1 19.0 0.2 1.7 0.2 2.5 0.1 53.2 0.5 2.3 0.2
(4) -2.3 0.1 -24 0.3 1.5 0.2 -2.7 0.1 -34.0 0.4 1.8 0.3
(5) -9.60 0.07 -38.7 0.3 1.8 0.1 -9.74 0.08 -30.1 0.4 1.2 0.2
(6) -36.14 0.06 -39.5 0.3 1.6 0.1 -36.21 0.05 -55.8 0.4 1.4 0.1
Table A.2.: Fit parameters of six Gaussians fitted to the data in fig. A.1. Energies E
and widths Γ are given in meV; intensities A have arbitrary units (but are scaled by
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